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We sink shafts.
Any mineral. Any geology. Anywhere.
For more than 125 years we have safely and successfully sunk more than 500 shafts
with a depth of over 230,000 m.
We are a member of The Redpath Group, operating on all five continents and belonging
to the world market leaders in the field of mine contracting and construction.
We provide our customers with a complete range of services from design and engineering
to construction, maintenance, reconstruction and rehabilitation.

www.deilmann-haniel.com

Contact us with your shaft-related inquiries.
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A Word on ...
German Mining Machinery Manufacturers back on
the Road to Success – Tasks remain to be done
Michael Schulte Strathaus
Mining machinery manufacturers from Germany are
pleased about an increase in incoming orders. The
manufacturers invest a lot in future technologies, especially ongoing automation and digitization. VDMA
Mining uses international conferences to get together
with users and research institutes and to support the
positive trend.
Mining • Manufacturer • Supplier • Germany • Growth
• Export • Digitization
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Flood Protection in Germany – Sludge Removal
from the Saxon Radeburg I Reservoir with a Suction
Dredge and Geotextile Tubes
Howard Murray and Rob J. M. Wortelboer
In 2014, the State Dam Administration of Saxony (LTV) in
Germany used geotextile dewatering tubes for the first
time in the removal of sludge from a flood-retention reservoir. The article explains the dewatering method and
its use for the Radeburg reservoir near Dresden.
Geotechnics • Flood protection •
Geosynthetics • Dewatering • Efficiency
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12 Geotechnical Investigations of Dams with mobile
LIDAR and photogrammetric Systems
Julian Hofmann, Martin Löwen and
Richard A. Herrmann
3D surveys with mobile LIDAR and photogrammetric
systems facilitate profile analyses, localisation of weak
points and the detection of deformations at dam structures. The article examines innovative measurements and
analyses and the utilisation of the results for stability investigations taking the example of the Alfhausen-Rieste
flood control reservoir in Lower Saxony.
Geotechnics • Flood protection • Structural studies •
Monitoring • Laser scanning • Drones •
Geo Information Systems
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19 World Record in Rockfall Protection
Paul Braun
In October 2017 the mark of 10,000 kJ of impact energy
in rockfall protection has been broken. At the Geobrugg
test site a 30-meter-long and 7-meter-high net installed
on a rock wall stopped the impact energy of a 25-ton
concrete block.
Geotechnics • Rockfall protection • Testing •
Innovation • Natural disaster • Climate change
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21 Expansion of Métro Line 14 in Paris – Fischer Steel
Anchors fix Power Lines
Katharina Maria Siegel
The existing métro route 14 in Paris has been expanded
by six kilometres and five new stations. Fischer steel anchors were used to securely fix the power lines.
Tunnelling • Fit out • Fixing technology •
Infrastructure • Public transport • France
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23 Huge Demand on TBM Tunnelling in Turkey
Roland Herr
In Istanbul solutions for urban transportation are urgently needed and actually 30 to 40 km metro lines are under
construction The Canadian-Chinese Lovsuns Tunneling
Canada Ltd. is successful to deliver eight more TBMs for
two metro projects.
Tunnelling • TBM • Turkey • Metro • Transportation •
Infrastructure
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24 Tunnels sealed with Geomembranes: Securing the
Inner Lining Reinforcement in Position through
innovative Anchors
Marc Meissner, Ludwig Meese und Felix Meese
Measures to secure the inner lining reinforcement can be necessary in special cases in trenchless tunnels with geomembranes. This report introduces innovative anchors jointly devised by the Meese GmbH and the Naue Sealing GmbH &
Co. KG, which avoid penetrations of the seal and constraints.
They have already been used successfully in practice.
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Geosynthetics • Anchoring technology
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28 Preweakening of Rock –
a Renaissance for hard Rock Cutting?
Matthias Philipp, Bastian Späth and
Thomas Bartnitzki
Cutting excavation techniques coupled with methods
designed to preweaken hard rock can represent the key
for the economic continuous extraction of some of the
world’s most valuable raw material resources. At the Rock
Cutting Centre at Aachen University (RWTH) hard rock
samples were preweakened with high-pressure water
jets and subsequently investigated using modern cutting
concepts to establish their cutting technological implications.
Mining • Extraction • Cutting Technology • Hard rock
• Research • Efficiency
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32 The Global Minerals Industry in 2017
as seen from Australia – Part 1
Frank Leschhorn
This two-part article gives an overview on the global
markets for solid minerals resources, including the main
GeoResources Journal 3 | 2017
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demand parameters, reserves and production figures,
supplying countries and producers, economic realities,
influence of product quality, geopolitical issues and
future trends. This Part 1 is especially dealing with the
prominent role of China and other Asia in the resources
industry, general information on the markets of major
commodities, energy supply, including renewables and
the future role of coal in power production and steel industry.
Mining • Australia • China • Germany • Global •
Raw materials • Energy • Coal markets
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39 Bucket Wheel Excavator Barracuda –
A revolutionary new Mining Concept
Ulrich Mentges, Julian Walther and Stefan Ebert
For mining in hard materials with a compressive strength
of up to 50 MPa, Thyssenkrupp has developed the Barracuda bucket wheel excavator. With an improved steel
structure and innovative bucket wheel the field of application of bucket wheel excavators is widened from
digging only to cutting and digging. It thus bears a huge
potential for a step change and to reach considerable
improvements and cost reductions in mining operations.
This article explains the potential.
Mining • Machinery • Bucket wheel excavator • Innovation • Development • Open pit • Efficiency
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45 The Building of two Freeze Shafts commissioned in
Belarus
Frank Otten
The Deilmann-Haniel GmbH has been commissioned by
the Slavkaliy GmbH to sink two freeze shafts each roughly
750 m for the new Nezhinsky facility to the south of Minsk
in Belarus. The annual output is planned to be around 1.1
to 1.2 million tonnes of potassium chloride. Both shafts are
to be sunk by Shaft Boring Roadheaders (SBRs). German,
Belarusian and Russian workers will be employed.
Mining • Shaft construction • Potash • Freezing method • Belarus
Energy
46 Improvement of Methods of Strength Calculation
for Pipeline Flange Joints
Konstantin Myagkov, Rustem Gaffarov, Alexej Zich,
Dimitir Serikov and Konstantin H. Shotidi
Industries attribute major importance to the durability
and reliability of pipelines including the flange joints.
Existing methods of flange joint calculations and neglected factors are discussed. Improvements are proposed
particularly with regard to the applicability of the finite
element method.
Energy • Pipeline • Joint • Flange •
Calculation • Safety
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German Mining Machinery Manufacturers
back on the Road to Success – Tasks remain
to be done
Dr. Michael Schulte Strathaus, Chairman VDMA Mining, Germany

Mining machinery manufacturers from Germany
are pleased about an increase in incoming orders.
The manufacturers invest a lot in future technologies, especially ongoing automation and digitization. VDMA Mining uses international conferences to get together with users and research
institutes and to support the positive trend.
Mining • Manufacturer • Supplier • Germany •
Growth • Export • Digitization

M

ining machinery manufacturers from Germany are back on track, with incoming orders
increasing by 45 percent in the first half of the
year. Following a sharp decline in turnover in recent
years, incoming orders from abroad went up 50 percent in the first six months of this year compared to the
same period the previous year. While domestic orders
slumped by 11 percent, the total number of orders in
the first half of the year increased by 45 percent.
In light of the increase in raw material prices in many
areas, VDMA Mining expects this positive trend to
take hold. For the current year, VDMA forecasts project only a minor increase in turnover due to the relatively long periods of up to one and a half years that can
pass between the receipt of an order and the delivery
of equipment and systems for raw material extraction –
and thus the receipt of payments. Therefore, we also
expect an increase in turnover in 2018.
Even though, the better order income will only affect the turnover later the export figures raised already
in the first half of the year by 1.6 %. While strong gains
were recorded in exports to the EU and in particular
to the USA, exports to formerly important markets
such as China and Russia declined over recent months.
With the export quota climbing from 84 to 92 percent
(2016) since 2006; the domestic market in Germany is
becoming less important for manufacturers.
Consequently, German manufacturers focus on international markets. To maintain their good reputation
they invest a lot in future technologies. Essential is the
ongoing automation and digitization. Together with
research partners in universities and industry they optimize technologies and combine it with the internet of
things. Reaching the level of smart mining they hope to
confirm the reputation of German technology as first
class. In the upcoming Mining 4.0 Forum in Aachen,

Germany on November 14/15, 2017 the branch will
discuss the current situation as well as future tasks.
With regard to smart mining, Australia could be
interesting. The mining industry is very technology
oriented and Australia is one of the most important
mining countries world-wide. The German manufacturing industry and engineering services have a very
good reputation in the country. Also the Australian
mining industry has an enormous interest in more effective equipment, e. g. by automation or digitization.
These factors combined with a good experience with
the performance of German equipment makes the Australians looking for collaboration with Germany. This
development could help both sides to achieve considerable progress in smart mining. In March, both countries
signed a Memorandum of Understanding and agreed
on strengthening cooperation in the energy and raw
materials sectors; bilateral talks are scheduled to take
place during the Asia-Pacific Regional Conference to
be held in Perth, Australia on November 3-5 (www.
aprcperth2017.com).
On the occasion of the Aimex 2017 held in Sydney
recently, VDMA Mining talked to several Australian
research institutes like Mining3, CSIRO, CRC Ore,
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About VDMA Mining
Mining technology is one of the most export
oriented branches of the German engineering
industry. In the VDMA Mining Association approximately 135 companies mainly medium-sized
merged from the following sectors:
▶▶ Underground mining
▶▶ Open cast mining and materials handling
▶▶ Mineral processing technology
▶▶ Consulting, research and development
These companies represent approximately 90 %
of the entire trade volume. The main VDMA Mining activities are:
▶▶ Stackholder of German mining equipment
manufacturers
▶▶ Partner to the European Commission
▶▶ Information about European Mining Issues
Contact:
mining.vdma.org
alexandra.landgraf@vdma.org
(+49 69) 66 03-15 77

Newcastle Institute for Energy and Resources (NIERS)
or METS Ignited to discuss possible issues working on
by both sides. All conversational partners are very interested in enlarging their networks and in making new
contacts with German providers of mining equipment,
technology and services (METS Companies). These
aspects make it possible to think about a cooperation
with Australia.
As an interim result we can state that German manufacturers could anticipate additional growth stimuli to
come from Australia if they are ready to accept the specific characteristics, e. g. great distance, high costs, a certain bureaucracy but also a huge will to achieve results.
Everyone has to find out for themselves where opportunities and risks are involved.
Good luck and Glückauf !
Dr. Michael Schulte Strathaus

Dr. Michael Schulte Strathaus
from F. E. Schulte Strathaus GmbH & Co. KG, Werl,
Germany is Chairman of the VDMA Mining Board.
Contact:
www.fess-group.de/en/
skoller@fess-group.de
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Flood Protection in Germany – Sludge Removal
from the Saxon Radeburg I Reservoir with a
Suction Dredge and Geotextile Tubes
Howard Murray and Rob J. M. Wortelboer, TenCate Geosynthetics Netherlands bv, Nijverdal, Netherlands

Introduction
The State Dam Administration of Saxony (LTV) in
Germany is responsible for the State’s own dams and
reservoirs, and for Class 1 waterways in the Free State of
Saxony. In the context of the maintenance of these facilities and waterways, sections of rivers and reservoirs
must regularly be cleared to ensure that the required
channel geometries or retention volumes are available
in times of flood discharge or retention. Because of its
consistency, the wet dredged material cannot immediately be recovered or disposed of. Long waiting times
are often needed before the material can be transported
to a recovery or disposal location.
To save time and cost, the LTV Saxony for the first
time used geotextile dewatering tubes in the removal of
sludge from a flood-retention reservoir. This article explains the dewatering method and its successful use for
the Radeburg reservoir near Dresden (Fig. 1).

In 2014, the State Dam Administration of Saxony
(LTV) in Germany used geotextile dewatering
tubes for the first time in the removal of sludge
from a flood-retention reservoir. The article explains the dewatering method and its use for the
Radeburg reservoir near Dresden.
Geotechnics • Flood protection •
Geosynthetics • Dewatering • Efficiency

About the Use of Geotextile Tubes
to dewater Sludge or Sediments
Geotextile tubes with the name Geotube®, made by
Tencate [1], are large, water-permeable woven containers made from a high-strength PP filter fabric which
has proven itself in numerous trials for this application. Among other end uses, they are used to dewater
dredged sludge or sediment under gravity.
The tubes are fabricated to suit the project and are
typically 5 to 14 m wide, 20 to 60 m long, and over 2 m
high when filled. They can either be installed next to
the waterway, or up to several hundred meters away,
and if necessary stacked in multiple layers. The following three phases shown in Fig. 2 can be distinguished:

Fig. 1: Radeburg I reservoir and spoil area
Source: LTV Sachsen

▶▶ Filling
▶▶ Water used to transport sludge drains off, and sludge
or sediment dewaters
▶▶ Consolidation and removal of the fill

Fig. 2: Sketch of the geotextile tube during filling (left), drainage (middle), and sludge c onsolidation and removal (right)
Source: Tencate

Murray and Wortelboer:
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To use the volume of the geotextile tubes to maximum
efficiency, after the initial filling with sludge- or sediment-water mixture several additional filling operations
are necessary. As shown schematically in Fig. 3, the free
water escapes during each filling operation, and the solid concentration increases. And as depicted in Fig. 4, a
new filling operation follows each transition from the
drainage function to the flatter part of the curve in the
volume-time diagram, in which the volume vacated in
the tube is filled again. In this way, a higher solids content is reached in the tube.

Filling
The geotextile tubes are filled by pumping the sludge
or sediment-water mixture through feed pipes to the
tubes. To optimise the pumping process, water is added
to the sludge or sediment. Depending on the composition of the sludge or sediment – particularly in the case
of fine-grained materials – a small amount of environmentally friendly flocculant is added during transport

in the feed pipe; the formation of flocs thus achieved
accelerates the dewatering and favourably influences
the quality of the water draining from the tubes. It is
clearer and has a lower content of suspended solids. The
flocculants used are polyelectrolytes; these are projectspecifically selected and dosed [2].

Dewatering
Solids are retained by the woven fabric and the filtrate
passes through the pores in the fabric and flows back
into the waterway or – if contaminated – is collected
and treated.

Consolidation and Removal of the Sludge
or Sediment
After a dewatering period of a few days to a few weeks
– depending on the sludge or sediment properties – the
geotextile tubes are cut open, and the sludge or sediment is solid enough to be dug out and further used, or
disposed of. It has a dry-solids content similar to mechanically dewatered sludges from centrifuges or belt
presses. Its volume – thanks to the dewatering – is usually significantly lower than that of the original sludge
or sediment, so that its disposal costs are lower.

Radeburg I Reservoir

Fig. 3: Schematic diagram of the increase in solids
concentration and the reduction in volume as
a function of time
Source: TenCate

The Radeburg I reservoir was constructed from 1937
to 1939 (Fig. 1). Within the Radeburg reservoir system it has the function of a distribution basin. The reservoir closure structure, an earth dam with a clay core
seal, dams the water of the River Grosse Roeder to a
lake with a capacity of approximately 0.4 million m3 of
water when full. This dam, built in 1938, also forms the
embankment for the A 13 motorway, which was constructed at the same time. Via a channel, water is led
to the Radeburg II reservoir for storage, and from the
Grosse Roeder for flood discharge.

Fig. 4: Filling a geotextile tube with sludge- or sediment-water mixture – schematic diagram of a fill-volume/
time curve
Source: TenCate

GeoResources Journal 3 | 2017
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In the autumn of 2014, Aquamarine Technologies
GmbH, Dettighofen, carried out the fourth clearance
of sludge from the Radeburg I reservoir since its full
commissioning in 1951. In the course of this project,
approximately 30,000 m³ of sludge with a dry-solids
content of 29 % in-situ were removed. This removal was
carried out with a suction dredger with the addition of
water for transport in the approx. 1,350 m long feed
pipe from the reservoir to the dewatering area. A total
of 20 geotextile tubes were used to dewater the dredged
sludge. These were 6.80 m wide, 60 m long, and had a
maximum fill height of 2.3 m and thus a filled volume
of 900 m³. A 15,000 m² spoil area (Fig. 5) located next
to the head of the Radeburg I reservoir was available for
use as a dewatering area for the tubes. This area was profiled with falls of 0.5 % and prepared for the dewatering
process. The sludge was transported via a 1,350 m long,
200 mm diameter PE feed pipe from the reservoir to
the spoil field. Transport between the suction dredger
and the feed pipe on land was achieved using a flexible,
floating pipe (Fig. 6). A manifold system on the spoil
area (Fig. 7) ensured the distribution to the tubes of
the sludge-water-mixture of approximately 90 % water
and 10 to 12 % solids. The suction and pumping capacity of the suction dredger was around 550 m³/h, and
an effective pumping time of 8 to 10 hours per day was
achieved.
The dewatering of the sludge-water mixture was considerably accelerated by the addition of a small amount
of flocculant [3], and this also significantly improved
the quality of the filtrate (Figs. 8 and 9). The quantity
of flocculant for an optimum result was checked several
times daily and adjusted to meet the requirements of
the sludge-water mixture. Flocculant consumption was
approximately 0.3 kg per tonne of dry mass of sludge.
After 3 to 4 days a dry mass of 33 to 35 % was reached
in the tubes, and this increased to approximately 40 to
60 % (Fig. 10) after about 6 to 10 weeks. The gross cost
of the entire project was approximately €1.1 million.
In contrast to the three previous de-sludging projects in Radeburg, the technology chosen this time for
the removal and dewatering of sludge with Geotube®
now also allowed sludge to be removed from the area
around the bottom outlet of the reservoir. In addition,
the technology proved kind to the surrounding area, as
neither a lowering of the water level in the reservoir nor
any restrictions on the adjacent camping site or fishing
rights were involved. In addition, it is possible to uncouple the removal of the sludge from its disposal, since
the geotextile tubes can be stacked in more than one
layer on the spoil area (Fig. 11) and the procedure can
be used irrespective of weather conditions (Fig. 12).
In the previous sludge removals from Radeburg I in
the years 1969/70, 1982/83 and 2008, it was mainly
the coarse components, i. e. sand and gravel, that were
removed from the reservoir head. In these removal
projects, the sediment was dewatered conventionally
by dumping it and leaving it to drain over time. This
dewatering was achieved solely by gravity. It proved not

9

Fig. 5: Spoil area prepared for sludge removal
Source: LTV Sachsen

Fig. 6: Suction dredger with floating pipe
Source: LTV Sachsen

Fig. 7: Filling pipes for geotextile tubes
Source: LTV Sachsen
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Fig. 8: Flocculant to increase dewatering speed of
the sludge-water mix

Fig. 9: Filtrate with low particulate matter
Source: LTV Sachsen

Source: LTV Sachsen

Fig. 10: Sludge consistency
after dewatering and
consolidation

Fig. 11: Efficient area use with two or three layers of geotextile tubes
Source: LTV Sachsen

Source: LTV Sachsen

Fig. 12: Fill dewatering still possible with frost
Source: LTV Sachsen

very effective since there is little height difference between the reservoir and the surrounding area, so that
even after moderate rainfall, water accumulates in both
the reservoir and the spoil area. The dewatering process
is thus very time-consuming.

Conclusion
The experience with the removal of sediment from the
Radeburg I reservoir using suction dredges, and the dewatering of the sediment-water mixture in geotextile
tubes, is positive. The solution was optimised in terms
of disturbance to the surroundings, of time and of cost.
In the planning phase of the future periodic clearance of
other channel geometries and retention areas, a check
on the suitability and efficiency of the method should
therefore be considered. For projects of this size a test
programme is recommended which checks both the
suitability of the method on the basis of the soil mechanical properties of the sediment to be removed and
the optimum type and dosage of the flocculant required
to accelerate the process.
GeoResources Journal 3 | 2017
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Geotechnical Investigations of Dams with mobile LIDAR and photogrammetric Systems
Julian Hofmann B.Sc., RWTH Aachen, formerly University of Siegen, Germany
Dipl.-Ing. Martin Löwen and Univ.-Prof. Dr.-Ing. Richard A. Herrmann, Institute for Geotechnics, University of Siegen, Germany

1 Motivation
The durability of barrage structures is of great significance on account of their protracted service life. As such
structures grow older, their performance characteristics
and safety level can be affected. Should safety deficits
be present such structures can pose a substantial threat.
The Alfhausen-Rieste flood control reservoir operated by the Lower Saxony Water Management, Coastal
Defence and Nature Conservation Agency (NLWKN
Fig. 1: Declaration of the complete HRB A-R facility
Source: NLWKN (2004)

3D surveys with mobile LIDAR and photogrammetric systems facilitate profile analyses, localisation of weak points and the detection of deformations at dam structures. The article examines
innovative measurements and analyses and the
utilisation of the results for stability investigations
taking the example of the Alfhausen-Rieste flood
control reservoir in Lower Saxony.
Geotechnics • Flood protection •
Structural studies • Monitoring •
Laser scanning • Drones •
Geo Information Systems

in German) is Lower Saxony`s second largest dam
with a capacity of up to 21 million m³. It is classified as
a “large basin” according to DIN 19700-12 [1]. DIN
19700-12 calls for measurements, observations and
their evaluation at close intervals in the form of annual
safety reports as well as extensive examinations within
appropriate time periods for such large dams. These
include static or (hydro-)geological studies taking new
recognitions and scientific methods into consideration,
which can culminate in new assessment criteria.
For a number of years, the application of LIDAR
systems has considerably increased in certain sectors
of science and industry. The constant further development of more favourably priced 3D scanners and the
stepped-up, swifter and automated processability of the
data acquired open up many new fields of application.
Mobile LIDAR and photogrammetric systems represent an enormous potential for high quality analysis
primarily for large-area structures such as dams. Complete and high-resolution surveying data in the form of
point clouds facilitate a very precise evaluation of the
entire structure as well as more efficient stability investigations based on their interpretation.

2 F unction and Location of the
Alfhausen-Rieste Flood Control
Reservoir
The Alfhausen-Rieste flood control reservoir (HRB
A-R) is located in the Osnabrück district between
Bramsche and Bersenbrück, roughly 20 km to the
north of Osnabrück in Germany. The dam is located in
the catchment area of the Hase, which formerly burst its
banks even during small-scale floods causing large tracts
of land, including inhabited ones, to be under water.
The HRB A-R was built to rectify the situation. The
objective was to create effective flood protection for
GeoResources Journal 3 | 2017
www.georesources.net
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HQ25 to HQ30 scenarios for the communities, industrial plants, transport routes and agricultural areas located down below in the Hasetal Valley. In this case the
structure can accommodate a large proportion of the
flood waters produced by the Hase and then pass it into
the lower course in a controlled manner via an artificial
feeder set up in the Hase retention zone (Fig. 1).
The facility is divided into a small settling basin,
a large main basin and a smaller reserve one (Fig. 2).
The main basin holds water throughout the year, whilst
the reserve basin remains dry and is only made use of
should the main basin be full [3].

3 Surveying
3.1 Mobile LIDAR System
The terrestrial LIDAR Trimble MX-8 System devised
by Trimble, a so-called Mobile Laser Scanning (MLS)
System (Fig. 3), provides fully synchronised, very dense
point clouds and high-resolution digital images. The
360° scanning angle and the immense scanning rate
facilitate highly precise and complete detection of the
surface in the centimetre range given standard driving
speeds.
As a result 3D images of the environment involving
up to 400 km/day can be recorded – regardless of the
desired resolution. They are evaluated by fully automatic means in the form of point clouds.
When the HRB A-R was surveyed the MX-6 System from the Allterra Deutschland GmbH, former
Messrs. GIL GmbH was equipped as follows [4]:
▶▶ 2 x 360° (helix mode) Riegl laser scanners Series
V250 with a “butterfly arrangement” each with
300,000 points/sec, laser class 1, range up to 500 m,
kinetic accuracy of scanner < 0.5 cm
▶▶ 7 x Grasshopper CCD 53° x 45° cameras – 360°
camera setup, 2,448 x 2,048 pixels, photogrammetric evaluation, colouration of the scan point cloud
▶▶ Applanix IMU “Inertial Measurement Unit” for establishing the axial movement of the acceleration as
well as the inclination
▶▶ 2 x Trimble GNSS Systems: location determination
200 MHz
▶▶ Precision odometer – wheel sensor for determining
the path in GNSS shadows

Fig. 2: Aerial shot of the HRB A-R showing
the parts of the facility
Source: Google Earth (2011)

photogrammetric cameras in order to ascertain the spatial position or three-dimensional form of an object. Towards this end, regular image mosaics arranged in blocks
are created, in which neighbouring images overlap each
other by more than the half of their dimensions.
Fig. 3: Mobile Laser Scanning System: Trimble MX-8 System (otl)
with 360° scan radius (otr)
Source: GIL GmbH, Trimble

Fig. 4 shows exemplarily a point cloud section, which
was produced when surveying the HRB A-R at a driving speed of some 55 km/h. The three-dimensional registration of the entire dam structure of the main and
reserve basins was carried out by simply scanning the
dam crest. In this way, the accessible sections of the
dam structure were recorded three-dimensionally in
the shortest possible time.

3.2 Aerial Photogrammetry
Aerial photogrammetry or aerial image measurement is
a remote sensing analytical process in the case of which
images are recorded by airborne, digital or analogous
Hofmann, Löwen and Herrmann:
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The images of the settling basin as well as for the
equalisation and run-out structures were accomplished
by means of quadcopter flights on account of insufficient accessibility. The drone was equipped with a GPS
Way Point Navigation System and a Sony Alpha 5100
with 24.3 megapixels.
The quadcopter is steered by automatic means
(Fig. 5). DJI Ground Station software (Fig. 6) was
used as the basis for automatic control and calculating
the route, which facilitates interaction with Google
Earth via a plug-in. The entire image mosaic could thus
be created by fully automatic means with the drone autonomously approaching the waypoints and recording
pairs of images. Trimble AUS Master was then used to
undertake the subsequent transformation and georeferencing of the point data.

Fig. 4: Section of the point cloud image of the HRB A-R
from the L 76 country road

Fig. 5: Allterra Deutschland GmbH Quadcopter

3.3 The Structure`s Point Cloud
The result of the compiled images is represented by a
3D point cloud in LAS format with more than 1 billion
points and a data size of around 20 GB. Visualisation
and interpretation of the point data are carried out by
Trimble RealWorks software.
Fig. 7 displays a plan of the entire point cloud for the
flood control reservoir with identification of the parts
of the facility and important stations (Stat.). The point
cloud of the settling basin is reproduced with its RBG
information (Fig. 8) as the sole part of the model. This
colour information was removed in the other images
owing to the amount of data. Fig. 9 shows an enlarged
section of the eastern main basin dam recorded with
the LIDAR System.

Fig. 6: Determining the waypoints by means of the DJI Ground Station software programme
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4 Dam Profile Analysis
During the analysis of the dam profile that was undertaken, the dam structures were examined for possible
geometric changes, such as settlements or slips with the
aid of the point cloud. Within the scope of the investigation a variance comparison of the cross-sectional profiles of the dam structures was carried out by randomly
superimposing the target profiles of the dam structures
on the actual profiles in keeping with the working
drawing. As a result, for the first time it was possible to
define the current nature of the geometry of the dams.
For this study it was first essential to separate and
isolate the dam profiles from the surrounding terrain. A
dam profile for the main basin consisted of on average
3,500 points and is clearly oriented through its XYZ
information in the global coordination system. In order
to compare the profiles, the point data from the global
system in 3D space had to be transformed into a local
2D system.
The actual profile of the dam cross-section at Stat.
1+050 presented in Fig. 10 possesses only slight deviations veering by 5 to 20 cm from the target profile that
is also presented. In other words, the actual and target
profiles are practically identical. The geometrical deviations furthermore can largely be attributed to the vegetation, such as types of grass of varying heights.
During the course of the analysis, the western dam
was analysed along its north-south axis by creating
cross-profiles at 100 m intervals. Direct superimposition – shown exemplarily for three profiles in Fig. 11
– reveals high congruence for all the examined profiles
in terms of form and geometry. None of the three crossprofiles “undershot” the target profile. The pronounced
congruence lends weight to the assumption that the
positive deviations can be attributed to the influences
of vegetation.

Fig. 7: View of the complete HRB A-R: point cloud
with stationing of essential profiles

5 Localising weak Points
The dam profile analysis principle that was presented
was used furthermore to localise possible weak points
or the weakest cross-profile per dam section. The basic

Fig. 8: Section of the settling basin plus feeder: point cloud with
RGB information

Fig. 9: Detailed section in the eastern main basin dam: point
cloud in section Stat. 1+800 to 2+400
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Fig. 10: Variance comparison in the cross-profile of Station 1+150 of the western main basin dam
(exaggerated vertical axis)

Fig. 11: Comparing the cross-profiles 0+850, 1+700 and 2+700 of the western main basin dam
(exaggerated vertical axis)

Fig. 12: Isolated section of the western settling
basin dam – isolated terrain model
(above) and isohypses (below)
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Fig. 13: Deformation in the contour line pattern of the western reserve basin dam
at Stat. 0+785
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Fig. 14: Cross-section profile of the western reserve basin dam at Stat. 0+785
and the largest deformation in detail

concept behind this was: once stability has been verified at the weakest cross-section then the entire representative dam section is stable.
Towards this end, the entire dam structure was split
up into 100 m sections and the dam profile isolated.
Then it was possible to ensure that the position of the
weakest cross-section was localised graphically by superimposing the profiles for the given representative
dam section. In this connection, it was shown that even
the weakest dam cross-sections in the course of the dam
possessed only slight deviations amounting to a few
centimetres compared to the other profiles.

6 Detecting Deformations
Detecting surface deformations could be accomplished
by analysing the dam isohypses. For this purpose, the
contour line point cloud was produced from the XYZ
coordinates, on the basis of which the dam was examined to discover possible deformations.
Towards this end, the various dam sections were
decoupled from the remaining terrain model and isolated (Fig. 12 above). The result (Fig. 12 below) reveals defined parallel isohypses following the course of
the dam. The facility management routes, which cause
a uniform deformation in the contour line pattern,
are clearly discernible. Trees and cars are also discernible as they can be identified from the remaining lines

through their closed isohypsic form. The non-developed dam crest is revealed to possess an approximately
uniform width.
The evaluation of the contour line course for the entire dam structures fails to indicate any large-scale deformations. The dam structures possess homogeneous,
congruent geometry. Changes in the contour line pattern, which could indicate possible terrain deformation,
were only observed at a few places. Fig. 13 shows the
largest visually identifiable deformation of the western
reserve basin at Station 0+785. Fig. 14 provides an assessment of the cross-profile in this sector. The plastic
point data visualisation of the localised area leads to the
conclusion that this relates to an accumulation of soil
material (Fig. 15).

7 Slope Failure Investigations
The profile coordinates for the weakest dam cross-sections that were localised were integrated in the GGUStability programme to undertake slope failure calculations. Proof of overall stability took place in keeping
with EC 7 and DIN 4048 for four load cases in accordance with DIN 19700. Consequently, all investigated
dam slopes revealed that they possess sufficient stability.
Fig. 16 shows exemplarily load case 3.1a “Rapid Sinking
of the Water Level after extreme Reservoir Filling and
Leakage in the Waterproofing Elements.

Fig. 15: 3D visualisation of the largest deformation at Stat. 0+785
in the western reserve basin dam with the geometric
deformation marked

Fig. 16: Exemplary presentation of the slope failure
investigation for a selected load case
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8 Assessment and Outlook
The Alfhausen-Rieste flood control reservoir dams reveal no flaws that jeopardise their stability in terms of
foundation engineering following the investigations
carried out. The evaluations of the 3D surveys confirm a
definitive dimensional stability and high congruence of
the dam structures between the design/execution planning and implementing construction. Deformations or
large-scale geometric changes could not be established.
LIDAR systems and photogrammetric images are
highly suitable for supporting stability investigations
of reservoirs and generally for geotechnical and geomechanical analyses. Mobile Laser Scanning in particular
has emerged to be a method for high-precision assessment of large areas. In a very short time, topical, highresolution images of the ground surface can be utilised
for manifold interpretations and evaluations.
The extremely dense and homogenous inter-related
point cloud facilitates a holistic analysis of the dam
cross-sections. Stability calculations of dam embankments are undertaken conventionally with planning
data or usually with sparsely recorded points, whilst on
the other hand the application of currently recorded
profiles provides more exact and more significant results.
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An isohypsic analysis emerges as a suitable method
for quickly locating qualitatively larger, surface deformations on dam structures over a wide coverage area.
The initial 3D surveying of the HRB dams presented
here should be backed up in future by subsequent measurements – preferably after or during the storage of a
major flood incident. In this way it would be possible
to construct a differential model and reach a conclusion
on the movements taking place in the dam areas.
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World Record in Rockfall Protection
Paul Braun, Geobrugg Group, Romanshorn, Switzerland

In Walenstadt, Switzerland, on October 16, 2017, a test
took place as part of the GEO-Summit 2017 as shown
in Figs. 1-5. A rockfall barrier from the Swiss company
Geobrugg, could stop the impact energy of 10,000 kJ
– a new world record! A protective system which can
stop such high forces has never before been tested live.
In 2011, Geobrugg already set a world record for the
energy retention capacity of 8,000 kJ.
In the new test a 25-ton concrete block was thrown
onto a rockfall protection barrier at the Geobrugg test
site. The 30-meter-long and 7-meter-high net was installed on a rock wall. The block with the weight of a
heavy truck was released at a height of 42 m and accelerates to 103 km/h. With a loud crash, it fell into
the center of the net, which successfully stopped the
impact. This represents a world record. The magic mark
of 10,000 kJ of impact energy in rockfall protection
has been broken. Thus, Geobrugg’s engineers have set a
milestone in the mitigation of natural hazards.

Certified and ready for Series Production
In the coming months, Geobrugg will certify the new
barrier in accordance with the international standard
Fig. 1

Concrete block flying down
Source of Photos: Geobrugg AG

World Record in Rockfall Protection

In October 2017 the mark of 10,000 kJ of impact
energy in rockfall protection has been broken. At
the Geobrugg test site a 30-meter-long and 7-meter-high net installed on a rock wall stopped the
impact energy of a 25-ton concrete block.
Geotechnics • Rock fall protection • Testing •
Innovation • Natural disaster • Climate change

ETAG 027 [1]. Under the name RXE-10000, the giant underneath the rockfall protection barriers will be
ready for series production in spring 2018. The rockfall
protection barrier consists of several elements: In addition to the netting made of high-strength steel wire
(1,770 N/mm²), there are posts, ropes and U-brakes.

Lightweight System with low Cost
This new development is particularly interesting because
a barrier of this magnitude can replace conventional
dams, such as those built, for example, in the vicinity
of traffic routes. These systems are made of steel wire
nets. They are relatively light and cost only a fraction
Fig. 2: Participants of GEO-Summit 2017 in the
audience area
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Fig. 3: Concrete block landing in the net

of the investment and installation costs in comparison
to dams, where huge amounts of soil have to be moved.

Global Warming requires Protective
Measures
The record has a serious background: global warming
is leading to an increase in heavy rainfall and destabilization of thawing permafrost subsoils. Settlements and
traffic routes in exposed areas are increasingly at risk.
The catastrophic floods in America and landslides in
Switzerland this year are a dramatic illustration of this.
More and more extensive safety measures are needed.

Reference
[1] European Organisation for Technical Assessment: European Technical approval Guidelines ETAG 027 Falling Rock Protection Kits. 27-06-2013
Fig. 4: Concrete block sucessfully stopped
Fig. 5: World record under the attentive eyes of the spectators

GEO-Summit 2017

Understanding Nature. Preparing for our
Future.
▶▶ The conference took place from 15th to 18th
October 2017 in the area of Davos in Switzerland with 400 participants from more than 40
countries.
▶▶ It was organised by the Geobrugg AG under
the auspices of the Swiss Public Insurance
Companies for Buildings Prevention Foundation.
▶▶ The focus was on a broad range of topics
related to the development and intensity of
natural catastrophes as well as ways to manage risks and mitigate the consquences of
natural hazards for people and infrastructure.

Paul Braun
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Expansion of Métro Line 14 in Paris –
Fischer Steel Anchors fix Power Lines
Katharina Maria Siegel, Fischerwerke GmbH & Co. KG, Waldachtal, Germany

The existing métro route 14 in Paris has been expanded by six kilometres and five new stations.
Fischer steel anchors were used to securely fix the
power lines.
Tunnelling • Fit out • Fixing technology •
Infrastructure • Public transport • France

“Le Grand Paris” Project
„Le Grand Paris” – is a project creating space in Paris,
Europe’s most densely populated city. The project is
uniting the capital with multiple neighbouring communities – not only territorially, but also through administration, city planning and new living spaces. The
expansion of the public transport network is creating
good connections. Started in 2011 “Le Grand Paris Express” aims to increase environmentally friendly transport beneath the city streets. Realisation of the project
is under the guidance and leadership of the Société du
Grand Paris (SGP) and the Syndicat des transports
d’Île-de-France (STIF).
It is estimated that approximately two million passengers use the rail network on a daily basis. Following
the successful expansion, they will comfortably reach
their destination around the clock. The network expansion which is mostly underground is set to connect
the outskirts and the centre of the Île de France more
closely with one another. It will serve airports, TGV
stations and further venues such as business districts,
research centres and universities. The aim is to make
the daily commute easier, as well as making it easier to
access work, education, cultural and recreational activities. This will also take pressure off of roads, the regional
express rail network RER (Réseau Express Régional), as
well as other transport systems. Reduced motor traffic
will lead to less congestion and air pollution. Overall,
the network will be 205 km long and will include 68
new stations (Fig. 1).
The existing métro lines 11 and 14 are expanded,
while lines 15, 16, 17 and 18 are newly created. First
steps will include the expansion of the existing lines.
The number 14 will travel from Saint-Denis Pleyel to
the Orly airport. The route was already expanded by six
kilometres with five stations between 2012 and 2017.
The electrical installation experts for local public transport infrastructures SDEL Transport En Commun (a
business division of Vinci Energies) was commissioned

with supplying low voltage during the north expansion from Saint-Lazare to Mairie de Saint-Ouen. This
included securing the traction current, lighting, ventilation, data transmission, communication, signal and
safety technology, and much more.

Fixing the Power Line
The existing route 14 has been expanded by six kilometres and five new stations (Fig. 2). Steel anchors from

Fig. 1: Station of métro route 14 in Paris
Source: picture-alliance /Maxppp

Fig. 2: Station area under construction
Source: Fischer
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Fischerwerke GmbH & Co. KG, Waldachtal, Germany
were used to securely fix the power lines.
In order to securely fix the console systems of the
power supply lines, the electrical installation expert
chose Fischer’s FH II-I stainless steel (A4) internal
thread anchors. These have an approval (ETA) for
cracked concrete as well as visual placement control.
The chosen variant is suitable for threaded rods with
a diameter of 10 mm and a 15-mm drill diameter. Numerous pull-out tests in various building segments dem-

onstrated that this was the best solution for the application of the special bore in the prefabricated parts. The
systems combine a high load capacity, reliability and
assembly comfort along with cost effectiveness. The
FH II-I were fitted using the prior-insertion method
of installation with an anchoring depth of 70 mm and
minimal 150 mm fixture thickness.
The SDEL electrical installation experts drilled
15 mm holes into a plastic component in the concrete
wall before positioning the fixing and anchoring it
quickly and easy against the bore hole wall by turning
the internal threaded bolt. The console systems were
each subsequently fixed to the concrete walls using
FIS A M10x110-A4 threaded rods and two fischer nuts
(Figs. 3+4). Approximately 20,000 products were used
for the northern expansion of line 14 alone.

Fischer Group
The fischer group of companies, headquartered
in Waldachtal in Germany’s Northern Black Forest,
generated sales of 755 million Euros in 2016 with
a worldwide staff of 4,600 employees. The familyowned enterprise operates 46 of its companies in
34 countries and exports to more than 100 countries. It includes the five divisions: fischer fixing
systems, fischer automotive systems, fischertechnik, fischer consulting and LNT Automation.
fischer fixing systems is the technological market leader in important areas of fixing technology.
fischer offers products to a wide range of customers, from do-it-yourselfers to craftsmen to key account partners.
www.fischer.group

Fig. 3: Métro tunnel with installed Fischer fixings
Source: Fischer

Fig. 4: Fixings in detail
Source: Fischer

Katharina Maria Siegel
is press relations officer "fischer fixing systems“.
Contact:
katharinamaria.siegel@fischer.de

35 Jahre

Erfolgreich eingesetzt:
Successfully used:
n Katzenbergtunnel, NBS Karlsruhe-Basel
n City-Tunnel, Leipzig

mago-TunnelbauSpezialplatten
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Huge Demand on TBM Tunnelling in Turkey
Dipl.-Ing. Roland Herr, Freelancing Journalist and Author, Wetzlar, Germany
In Istanbul solutions for urban transportation are
urgently needed and actually 30 to 40 km metro
lines are under construction The Canadian-Chinese Lovsuns Tunneling Canada Ltd. is successful
to deliver eight more TBMs for two metro projects.
Tunnelling • TBM • Turkey • Metro •
Transportation • Infrastructure

Istanbul, Turkey is one of the most vibrant Metropol
Citys of the world, connecting the European with the
Asian Continent. With more than 14 Mio. residents,
solutions for urban transportation are urgently needed
and building tunnels with tunnel boring machines
is the first choice. After first prosperous projects for
wastewater and Metro tunnels the Canadian-Chinese
Lovsuns Tunneling Canada Ltd. is again successful to
deliver eight more Tunnel Boring Machines for two
Metro Line projects in Istanbul.
Actually the whole Metro and urban transportation system in Istanbul comprises more than 230 km
in operation and additional around 30 to 40 km under
construction. Only in 2017 there is a demand of more
than 20 tunnel boring machines for the extension of the
Metro tunnel system on the European and Asian side of
Istanbul. Starting with two successful proceeded projects, Lovsuns won the order of altogether eight more
Earth Pressure Balance (EPB) TBMs for the AlarkoCengiz and the Makyol/Ictas/Kalyon/Astor joint ventures.

Kaynarca-Pendik-Tuzla Metro Line
Project
On the Asian side of Istanbul, 19.78 km double line
tunnels are planned for the extension of the Metro Line
M4 with the Kaynarca and Pendik stations and the connection of the M4 Kaynarca station with the Tuzla station of the B2 Line. The Alarko-Cengiz joint venture
will drive 2 TBMs from the C cross section to Kaynarca station (2 x 3.2 km) and 2 TBMs from the C cross
section to Tuzla station (2 x 3.3 km). For two further
TBM drives from the Pendik to the Hastane station
(2 x 3.39 km) there is one Lovsuns TBM with pending
order and an existing TBM planned to use. The launch
date for the TBMs is planned for February 2018. For
the ground conditions mixed geology with soft to hard
and abrasive to very abrasive rock formations (quarzite,
limestone, sand stone, mud stone, some abrasive quarzite, dayks and more), also some short sections with alivium are expected.

Kirazli-Halkali Metro Line Project
On the European side of Istanbul, 13.20 km double line
tunnels are planned for the connection of the Metro
Line M3 (M1A) with Halkali station and M1B with
Herr:
Huge Demand on TBM Tunnelling in Turkey

Fig. 1: Overview of the Urban Transportation and
Metro system in Istanbul

Fig. 2: Eight TBMs of this type are used for the extension of Istanbul’s Metro.

Kirazli Bagcilar station, crossing the M9 Metro Line at
Mimar Sinan station. The Makyol/Ictas/Kalyon/Astor
joint venture will drive 2 TBMs from the Mimar Sinan
to Kirazli Bagcilar station (2 x 2.7 km) and 2 TBMs
from the planned Fatih to the Yarimburgaz station
(2 x 3.9 km). The launch date for the TBMs is planned
for April 2018. For the ground conditions mixed geology with generally soft rock, mud stone, sand stone,
marn, alivium and filled material are expected.

TBM Specifications
Both joint ventures ordered 4 TBMs each with mixed
face cutterhead, 1,200 kW main drive power, high power, torque and advance rates, unique wear protection on
cuttinghead and screw conveyor as well as high screw
conveyor output.
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Tunnels sealed with Geomembranes: Securing
the Inner Lining Reinforcement in Position
through innovative Anchors
Marc Meissner, Naue Sealing GmbH & Co. KG (NSL), Bückeburg, Germany
Ludwig and Felix Meese, Meese GmbH, Bergisch Gladbach, Germany

Cause and Purpose
Sealing systems with geomembranes are installed between the two shells for trenchless tunnels with a shotcrete outer lining and an in situ concrete inner lining.
A seal of this kind is intended to form a separating and
sliding layer between the shotcrete and inner shells.
In special cross-sections, such as in the proximity of
breakdown bays, recesses and cross-passages (Fig. 1), it
is not always possible to avoid additional measures to
temporarily secure the position of the inner lining reinforcement – particularly if overbreak has occurred in the
subsurface on account of irregularities. Consequently,
it becomes essential to attach the reinforcement to the
shotcrete outer lining at selected points – penetrating
the geomembrane layer. The Naue Sealing GmbH &
Co. KG (NSL), Bückeburg, Germany, sought a solution
that was acceptable to the clients for such special cases,
to attach the inner lining reinforcement to the outer
shell and easy to install, without jeopardizing the waterproofing. Anchoring elements available on the market
failed to comply with the NSL’s requirements.
Fig. 1: Example of a special cross-section in the proximity
of the cross-passage
Source: Naue Sealing GmbH & Co. KG

Measures to secure the inner lining reinforcement
can be necessary in special cases in trenchless
tunnels with geomembranes. This report introduces innovative anchors jointly devised by the
Meese GmbH and the Naue Sealing GmbH & Co.
KG, which avoid penetrations of the seal and constraints. They have already been used successfully
in practice.
Tunnelling • Sealing • Innovation • Inner lining •
Geosynthetics • Anchoring technology

Development Cooperation
The NSL and the Bensberg Kunstoffwerk Lappe
GmbH, Bergisch Gladbach, Germany, can look back on
long-standing cooperation. Some time ago, the Meese
GmbH evolved from the plastics factory, producing
moulded plastic elements for all branches of industry,
into a small think tank for developing innovative plastic
parts in response to queries from construction practice.
Thanks to the long-established business relationship,
the joint development of a new attachment solution
was obvious. The NSL provided the many years of practical experience gained through installation in numerous tunnel projects and the production background obtained with geosynthetics through its parent company
Naue GmbH & Co. KG, Espelkamp, Germany. The
Meese GmbH contributed to the success of the venture
with decades of experience and technical-constructional know-how in manufacturing moulded plastic parts.

Starting Point and Concept
Product development was based on the intention and
purpose of ensuring that the waterproofing geosynthetic layer was not disrupted. Furthermore, on-site
installation was intended to avoid affecting the normal
working cycle as little as possible and eliminate any outof-the-ordinary, complicated and fault-prone working
steps.
The concept of a shop-fabricated system part was
conceived. The first prototype (Fig. 2) has in the meantime been tried out in practice and further developed
(Fig. 3). The handling problems determined during the
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Fig. 2: Prototype of the temporary anchor
Source: Meese GmbH
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Fig. 3: Tried-and-tested advanced Carbofol
ME Anchor
Source: Meese GmbH

initial phase have been resolved in the interim. In addition, the anchor has been provided with an optional
predetermined breaking point, in order to prevent possible constraints in the event of rock or structural movements. These tried-and-tested advanced anchors and
their application are dealt with in the following section.

Product Design
The shop-fabricated system anchor shown in Fig. 3 is
designated as a Carbofol ME Anchor. Its cross-section is
depicted in Fig. 4. The anchor is designed in such a way
that the waterproofing layer made of PE is a continuous
one. It is shop-manufactured with the thread core made
of annealed or stainless steel and the geomembrane as
a welded collar. As a result, only standard joint seams
between the geomembranes have to be created on-site.
An extension piece can be fixed on the inner side of the
geomembrane specially matched to the application.
The optional shearing device is concreted into the inner lining and forms a predetermined breaking point
on the inner side that is non-critical as far as the waterproofing is concerned. Fig. 5 contains a diagram of the
anchor after it has been installed in the shotcrete outer
shell, creation of the joint seams and the inner lining as
well as shearing at the predetermined breaking point.
Tightness given water pressure in excess of 5 bar and
the attainable tensile force of the anchors were tested.

Installation Procedure
The Carbofol ME Anchor is installed in the following
working steps:
▶▶ Cut a circular 50 mm diameter hole in the geo
membrane
▶▶ Drill a 32 mm diameter hole at least 200 mm deep
in the outer lining, clean and check it
▶▶ Insert and fix the anchor in place with adhesive or
mortar
▶▶ Check tensile force with a hydraulic dowel testing
appliance
▶▶ Weld the anchor’s geomembrane with the surrounding geomembrane

Fig. 4: Cross-section of the Carbofol ME Anchor with optional predetermined
breaking point
Source: Meese GmbH

Application in Practice
The NSL learned during the application of the first anchor prototypes that the newly devised anchor fulfilled
its purpose as such although handling problems during
installation still needed to be resolved. For example the
anchor was too sensitive to lateral stresses during reinforcement work and subsequently modified. The shearing device was furthermore augmented by an optional
predetermined breaking point so that clients’ demands
for a predetermined breaking point outside the sealing
level could be fulfilled. Fig. 6 displays an anchor that
has been installed and joined with the surrounding
geomembrane seal. Fig. 7 indicates that such penetrations can be necessary in special areas. The extension
piece attached to the anchor is discernible in the detailed diagram in Fig. 8 behind the attached reinforcement piece.
In construction technical terms it is essential that
awareness for the relevant requirements of the seal is
promoted among those carrying out work in its vicinity.
This helps ensure that unnecessary or arbitrarily accom-
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Fig. 6: Installed ME Anchor
Source: Naue Sealing GmbH & Co. KG

plished penetrations of the seal are avoided. Inevitable
penetrations should only be undertaken by the sealing
company after reaching agreement with the client or his
representatives.

Conclusion and Outlook

Fig. 5: Diagram of an installed ME Anchor that has been sheared at the
predetermined breaking point
Source: Meese GmbH

Fig. 7: Special area of a geomembrane seal with
Carbofol ME Anchors for executing
penetrations
Source: Naue Sealing GmbH & Co. KG

The innovative Carbofol ME Anchor has revealed its
suitability for executing essential penetrations of geo
membrane seals in two-shell tunnels in order to secure
the inner lining reinforcement. In future the new anchor represents a good and efficient solution providing
it is professionally installed and incorporated in the relevant sectors.

Fig. 8: Carbofol ME Anchor with attached
extension behind the connecting
reinforcement (detailed view relating to Fig. 7)
Source: Naue Sealing GmbH & Co. KG
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are concerned creativity always starts with questioning the existing and challenging it completely
if necessary. In this way, an outside perspective
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creation of entirely new solutions. Many years of
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Contact:
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Preweakening of Rock – a Renaissance for hard
Rock Cutting?
Dipl.-Wirt.-Ing. Matthias Philipp, Bastian Späth M. Sc., Dr.-Ing. Thomas Bartnitzki, all: Institute for Advanced Mining Technologies
(AMT), previously Institut für Maschinentechnik der Rohstoffindustrie (IMR), RWTH Aachen, Germany

Mining hard Rock by Cutting
Hard rock mining is the key to accessing some of the
world`s most valuable mineral resources, which for
example contain copper, platinum or gold. Currently,
hard rock is excavated by means of sequential drill +
blast techniques. These are time-consuming and involve
a high degree of machinery and labour. Thus the alternative utilisation of cutting excavation machines, which
have proved themselves continuously for decades in soft
rock for coal for instance, affords an enormous potential for winning these raw materials in future [1].
The economic application of a cutting excavation
machine in hard rock is, however, restricted by the high
wear affecting the cutting tools. Thus it requires the development of novel cutting concepts such as so-called
activation or back-cutting. The aim of activation is to
suddenly introduce an impulse into the rock by superimposing the conventional tool movement with an additional movement or speed. At the same time the tool’s
intervention and in turn, its frictional contact with the
rock is kept as brief as possible. Back-cutting is geared
to have impact on the rock’s tensile strength which is
far lower in comparison to the compressive strength.
For this purpose, the tools are devised in such a way
that they peel off the upper layer of rock each time they
make contact. The contacts made by a conventional and
a back-cutting tool are presented schematically in Fig. 1
[1, 2].
Fig. 1: Comparison of using a conical pointed bit for conventional cutting
(left) and back-cutting (right)
Source of the figures: AMT

Cutting excavation techniques coupled with
methods designed to preweaken hard rock can
represent the key for the economic continuous
extraction of some of the world’s most valuable
raw material resources. At the Rock Cutting Centre
at Aachen University (RWTH) hard rock samples
were preweakened with high-pressure water jets
and subsequently investigated using modern cutting concepts to establish their cutting technological implications.
Mining • Extraction • Cutting technology •
Hard rock • Research • Efficiency

Prototypes of such excavation machines have already
proved the basic applicability of these cutting principles
for hard rock mining, albeit they still have not been able
to establish themselves decisively in this sector of mining [1, 2, 3]. In order to further improve the success of
such a method, it is also conceivable to weaken the rock
additionally by means of high pressure water prior to or
during the cutting process. High pressure water’s suitability for reducing the required cutting forces for the
cutting process was already proved back in the 1970s
although it has scarcely been applied since then owing
to the high amount of energy needed to produce pressure [4]. The combination of preweakening by means
of high pressure water and innovative cutting techniques, however, affords a new starting point to decisively improve mining hard rock through cutting. As a
result, hard rock samples were preweakened with high
pressure water and subsequently cut using an impulsive
back-cutting method [1 to 3 and 5 to 7] at the Institute
for Advanced Mining Technologies (AMT) of Aachen
University (RWTH).

Impulsive Back-Cutting with Preweakening through high Pressure Water
Aachen University (RWTH) has been involved in research into mining raw materials by cutting for over
thirty years as well as the application of high pressure
water for destroying rock [8]. Numerous cutting processes can be reproduced on the cutting test stands in
the AMT’s Rock Cutting Centre. Impulsive backcutting methods can also be reproduced on the rotating cutting test stand. The roughly 300 mm diameter
interchangeable cutting wheel can be fitted with variGeoResources Journal 3 | 2017
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Fig. 2: Rotating cutting stand at the AMT with replaceable cutting wheel

ous types of bits and facilitates cutting speeds of up to
5 m/s (Fig. 2).
The cutting wheel is accelerated via a set rotational
speed, then the sample moves continuously beneath the
cutting wheel. The cutting wheel was equipped with a
conical pointed bit for the tests, which produces an impulsive, back-cutting intervention with a short cutting
path. The tool dips into the lateral exposed surface of a
rock sample every time the cutting wheel rotates. On
account of the cutting wheel’s geometry and skilful selection of the cutting depth and the travel rate the tool
is extracted from the rock following a very short cutting
path and along the way the rock is cut (Fig. 3).
So far rocks with a uni-axial compressive strength of
up to 150 MPa have been cut at the AMT by applying
this technique. In spite of the brief impulsive contact,
mechanical tool wear can be observed after only a few
passes. As a consequence, targeted preweakening of the
rock samples was undertaken for the first time at the
AMT using high pressure water prior to the actual cutting process. The results are shown as follows.
Within the scope of the executed tests four samples
(diameter 100 mm, length 400 mm) were obtained
from a block of Ruhr sandstone and halved along their
longitudinal axes [9]. Parallel slots with a gap of 1 cm
in each case were created in the plane surfaces thus pro-

Fig. 3: Schematic presentation of the impulsive back-cutting process at the
rotating cutting stand

duced with the help of a water jet cutting unit (Fig. 4).
Towards this end, the high pressure water jet was directed at the samples with a constant water pressure of up
to 4,000 bar and a constant feed rate. The cutting of the
samples with five parallel slots led to four intermediate
ribs of rock, each 10 mm wide.
During the cutting process that followed the cutting
tool was guided along slots 2 and 4 with a constant cutting depth of 8 mm. As a result, free-standing ribs of
rock are to be found at both sides of the cutting tool,
which at best were also excavated as a result of the tensile forces ensuing during contact (Figs. 4 and 5).
The energy-related assessment of such a cutting process takes place by calculating the specific energy for
each cut. This represents a measure for the required
loosening energy, related to the loosened rock volume.
Altogether, two cuts are produced in each of the eight
samples by means of the method described above. The
average specific energy was determined for each sample. Table 1 displays an overview of the test parameters and the results. Sample 1 serves as a reference for
a non-preweakened sample. In order to attain a cutting
depth of 8 mm in the non-preweakened sample 1, an
average cutting force of 2.9 kN was needed. The resultant cutting path in the sandstone was V-shaped and
corresponded to the geometry of the applied tool. As

Table 1: Summary of the test parameters and results
Sample

Combination
(H: high
pressure,
S: Cutting)

Cutting process

Average cutting force

Feed

Penetration
depth

Velocity

Feed

Cutting
depth

[bar]

[m/s]

[mm]

[m/s]

[m/s]

[mm]

in kN

Average specific energy

[% of sample 1]

[kWh/m3]

[% of sample 1]

S

-

-

-

1

0.01

8

2.9

100

16.1

100

2

H

S

2,000

0.01

4

1

0.01

8

2.72

93.8

6.29

39.1

3

H

S

2,000

0.01

4

1

0.01

8

2.23

76.9

6.26

38.9

4

H

S

4,000

0.01

8

1

0.01

8

0.99

34.1

2.24

13.9

5

H

S

4,000

0.01

8

1

0.01

8

0.87

30.0

2.24

13.9

6

H

S

4,000

0.01

8

1

0.01

8

0.75

25.9

2.73

17.0

7

H

S

4,000

0.01

8

1

0.01

8

0.91

31.4

2.1

13.0

8

H

S

4,000

0.01

8

1

0.01

8

n. a.1)

n. a.1)

n. a.1)

n. a.1)

1

1)

High pressure water
Pressure

not assessed owing to sample breaking
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with a constant cutting depth of 8 mm, the two ribs
that are created partially break away. The cutting force
was up to 30 % less than for the unweakened sample.
This reduction in the cutting forces combined with an
increased excavation volume led to an average specific
energy of 6.28 kWh/m³ being required.
Samples 4 to 8 were cut using water pressure of
4,000 bar. Doubling the pressure brought about a
doubling of the penetration depth of the water jet to
8 mm. Thus during the subsequent cutting process the
tool’s cutting depth corresponded to the depth of the
previously produced incisions and led to the two ribs
of rock being entirely removed. In comparison with
the reference sample the cutting force was reduced by
up to 74 %. This leads to an average specific energy of
2.32 kWh/m³ being required. As sample 8 broke during
the cutting process, it was not included in the assessment.
Thus preweakening of the sandstone by means of
high pressure water brought about a reduction of the
required average specific energy by 86 % within the
scope of the test. This calculation did not include the
energy required for preweakening on account of missing data.

Conclusion and Outlook
Fig. 4: Core sample halves on the sample table of the
rotating cutting test stand: unslotted reference sample on the left and sample with five
slots on the right
Fig. 5: Schematic presentation of the slots created by high pressure water

no further excavation took place on this occasion, this
process led to relatively extremely high specific energy
of 16.1 kWh/m³.
Samples 2 and 3 were cut using water pressure of
2,000 bar. This led to a penetration depth of the water
jet of 4 mm. When these samples were subsequently cut
GeoResources Journal 3 | 2017
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Extracting hard rock by means of cutting could enable the mining of some of the world’s most valuable
raw materials to become substantially more efficient.
Innovative cutting concepts have been researched and
further advanced for years on end, however, so far they
have been unable to establish themselves. It is conceivable that these novel cutting concepts could be further improved by additionally preweakening the rock
by means of high pressure water prior to the cutting
process. At the AMT, hard rock samples were specifically preweakened with high pressure water and subsequently cut using the latest cutting concepts in order to
investigate the influence of preweakening by means of
high pressure water on the cutting process. The results
display a considerable reduction in the specific cutting
energy needed for loosening.
As far as the amount of energy is concerned, so far
the energy required to produce pressure has been left
unconsidered. This could well exceed the energy saved
during cutting. Furthermore, the tests that were presented did not look into the influence that a reduction
of the cutting forces exerts on the wear behaviour of
the cutting tools and in turn, on possibly higher outage
times and associated greater rates of advance. For this
purpose, further investigations and macroeconomic
studies are necessary.
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The Global Minerals Industry in 2017
as seen from Australia – Part 1
Dr.-Ing. Frank Leschhorn, Munich Mining & Industry Consulting GmbH, Brisbane, Australia

This two-part article gives an overview on the
global markets for solid minerals resources, including the main demand parameters, reserves
and production figures, supplying countries and
producers, economic realities, influence of product quality, geopolitical issues and future trends.
This Part 1 is especially dealing with the prominent role of China and other Asia in the resources
industry, general information on the markets of
major commodities, energy supply, including renewables and the future role of coal in power production and steel industry.
Mining • Australia • China • Germany • Global •
Raw materials • Energy • Coal markets

After living in Australia for almost 20 years and working in the mining industry I can see the difference to
Germany in the general attitude towards the mining
industry and the minerals and energy markets. It is a
fact that the nuclear industry is being phased out and in
line with the Paris climate agreement coal-based power
production is already a target of the fire-line of the antifossil lobby. It may not last long until the rest of the
resources industry in Germany will come to an end.
Germany is still home of an important metals industry
with advanced expertise in recycling technologies. It
is feared that Germany will find itself outside the new
global developments focusing on production and usage
of so-called “technology minerals”. Unlike other economies, this country widely ignores the political risks in
minerals markets.
Fig. 1: “One Belt – One Road” concept
Source: Xinhua
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On the supply-side it is evident that South Africa
is shifting to a no-go country for mining investment
while other African countries are making themselves
unattractive as well and South America shows labile
sovereign rights. Geopolitical tensions remain in the
Euro-Caucasus region, in the Near East and areas
surrounding China, including the South China Sea.
China is pushing its “One Belt – One Road” initiative
(OBOR) especially into regions that may affect longterm security of our commodity supply. It seems that
only Northern America and Australia remain as longterm secure suppliers [1].
This two-part article gives an overview on the global
markets for solid minerals resources, including the main
demand parameters, reserves and production figures,
supplying countries and producers, economic realities,
influence of product quality, geopolitical issues and future trends.

The “One Belt – One Road” Initiative
China’s OBOR initiative was announced by President
Xi Jinping in 2013 as part of a strategy to link some
65 countries of Asia, the Middle East, much of Europe and eastern Africa comprising two-thirds of the
world’s population to the Chinese economy. New large
infrastructure developments could revive old trading
routes, such as the ancient silk-road (Fig. 1). Analysts
say, there were already about USD1.4 trillion invested
under this banner, including a high-speed rail connection from Jakarta to Bandung in Indonesia, rail lines
between China and Laos and port upgrades at Gwadar
in Pakistan and Piraeus in Greece. Through OBOR,
China will actually support long-term employment
of its huge workforce and secure sustainable import
(raw materials) and export (goods) flows. The regions
involved shall also include Australia, but the minerals
industry super-power Australia officially keeps this fact
low-key although a huge share of the resources and energy exports (worth AUD205 billion in 2016-17 [2])
finds its way to China. While the other Asian industry
big-players Japan, South-Korea and Taiwan also resist it
seems that India (currently having border disputes with
China) will avail itself of a wide range of opportunities
being part of the OBOR initiative. The huge capital requirements are funded with loans from Chinese banks,
the special Silk Road fund and the recently established
“Asian Infrastructure Investment Bank (AIIB)”. Those
funds can also be used for investments which western
banks would avoid for political reasons. Australia is a
regional member of AIIB with a total subscription of
around USD3.7 billion as well as Germany, a non-re-
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gional member with about USD4.5 billion committed
input. The industrialized countries have the chance to
take advantage of those developments and should try to
participate with their high-tech potential on the supply
and demand side.

The Importance of the Asian World
China is the measure of all things in the commodities
industry and the way China and the combined Asian
economies will secure their minerals demand does
strongly affect the global markets. According to UN
data the world’s population will rise from 7.5 billion
today to over 10 billion people by 2100, of which only
4 % (or less than 650 million) will then live in Europe.
What China is today, might India be tomorrow followed by Indonesia, which is approaching a population of 300 million. In addition there are extraordinary
rising numbers in Africa with its share of the world’s
population likely to increase from 16 to 40 % by the
end of the century. This growth will add 2.5 billion to
the urban population in the world with 90 % of the increase concentrated in Asia and Africa. This will have
dramatic effects on global commodity and energy consumption in which the demand figures of Western Europe seem to become negligible.

Fig. 2: China’s GDP development
Source: Tradingeconomics.com, National Bureau of Statistics of China

China’s Role in the World of Commodities
The super power China, representing a singular economic region of its own consumes about half of the internationally traded mineral commodities and despite
its reduced, but stable annual growth rates of 6 to 7 %
(Fig. 2) it continues to be the driving force of the global
economy. The prosperity of the Chinese economy is of
high concern to us, as it has been home to the world’s
largest debtor’s market since 2014, which reached
USD 30 trillion in 2015 (Fig. 3).
China is well aware that a low exchange rate of the
Yuan is fuelling the economy and that capital would
flee abroad at any sign of a weakening. Since June 2016
China is carefully devaluing the Yuan and thus increasing the costs of commodity imports. This in turn stimulates its own commodity production which is regarded
as low-productive, environmentally questionable and
of poor quality. Nevertheless, China has to protect
the millions of workers employed. To remain domestically stable and to demonstrate power to its people,
China will therefore, if necessary, ignore international
agreements or delay their execution as long as possible.
Examples are the illegal territorial claims in the South
China Sea, the international anti-dumping regulations,
and possibly the commitment to the international climate agreement. With a specific gross national product
of less than USD 8,000 per capita, which is comparable to Botswana, China and other emerging countries
in Asia still have a huge potential for further development, which should create a sustainable demand for
commodities.
The great industrialisation phase in China has
stopped and the country is rapidly transforming into

Fig. 3: China’s total debt in 2015
Source: AFR

a consumer and service society. China is no longer the
workbench of the world due to rising labour and energy
costs. Other countries in South East Asia, such as Cambodia, Indonesia, Laos, Malaysia, Myanmar, Philippines,
Thailand and Vietnam along with the developing world
in Africa, South America and the Middle East are taking over this role. Many of those countries are subject to
Chinese investment (Fig. 4) as they become dependent
as sole suppliers for minerals under enforced conditions
to the merit of China. Chinese investors do not care for
political circumstances and support the governments
with infrastructure projects for which they preferably
use their own machinery and workforce. A special target
in those countries are the “technology minerals” which
are named “conflict commodities” when corruption, oppression and child-work are involved. Similar behaviour
can also be observed in other autocratic countries where
they consider themselves as a counter-pole to Western
democracies. New coalitions of interest are emerging.
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Indian-Russian, Chinese-Russian, Chinese-Indian and
even Chinese-Philippine co-operations are underway
and they are further joined by non-democratic countries, like Iran and Turkey.

Fig. 4: Development of Chinese foreign investments
Source: Bloomberg

Table 1: Commodity price development in 2016
Source: Leschhorn

Commodity type

Change
%

End of year price
$/t

Aluminium

+ 17

1,728

Coking Coal

+ 178

226

Copper

+ 17

5,660

Gold

+9

1,151

Iron ore

+81

80

Natural uranium

– 42

19

Nickel

+ 17

10,972

Potash

– 26

215

Thermal coal

+ 70

87

Zinc

+ 66

2,665

Fig. 5: Iron ore price development
Source: Bloomberg
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Commodity Markets of the Major
Commodities
Tremendous uplift of demand and prices happened
from 2000 to 2011 when growing Chinese demand
outstripped supplies. After the peak during 2011 this
boom came to a sudden end, resulting in oversupply
and rapidly falling prices which culminated in 2015.
It is demonstrated by the development of the iron ore
price (Fig. 5). The markets improved again in 2016
with some exceptions, such as potash and natural uranium (Table 1). This year shows mixed trends and price
volatilities for most of the commodities except the new
darlings of the markets, the technology resources. The
latest investments in the commodity industry are already focusing on the “winners” of this new development.
The structure of the commodity markets has changed
drastically over the past ten years. Whereas major commodities were traditionally traded under long-term
contracts between producers and consumers, nowadays
iron ore and coal are increasingly bought at spot prices
similar to most metals, which traditionally are traded
on the London Metal Exchange. These days the daily
variable rates of the “Shanghai Futures Exchange” and
“Dalian Commodity Exchange” are keeping most commodity markets on tenterhooks, given that so-called
Zombie companies as well as speculation-raging Asian
housewives with significant influence on the futures
markets (Fig. 6). When the iron ore price rose from
USD 60/t to 70/t in April 2016 the iron ore securities
traded in Shanghai amounted to the entire global annual production and changed hands four times in one day.
Since about 2012 the transformation in China resulted in a diminishing demand for key commodities.
The resulting excess capacity in iron ore, coal and most
metals saw the prices fall with catastrophic consequences for the international commodities industry. According to the 2016 Australia’s Mine report from PwC [3],
the 40 largest mining companies had to experience
their first collective net loss in history of USD28 bil-

Fig. 6: Volatility of Chinese commodity trading (million tonnes iron ore)
Source: Bloomberg, Westpac
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lion at the peak of the crisis in 2015. This did not happen again in 2016 when those companies, including
the biggest five BHP, Rio Tinto, Glencore, Shenua
and Vale aggregated USD20 billion in net profits. The
huge 2015 impairments of USD52 billion (Fig. 7)
were reduced to USD19 billion in 2016 with manganese (USD2 billion) and nickel (USD1.5 billion) being the worst commodities. BHP with USD7.4 billion
of write-offs was the most affected company. A sharp
pull back in exploration expenditures helped to reduce
losses with Canada (14 %) and Australia (13 %) attracting most of the global activities.

Quality before Quantity
Because oversupply is apparent in nearly all mineral
markets the consumers are in a position to demand
high-quality products which some producers cannot
supply. This effect applies especially to the thermal and
coking coal markets as well to iron ore trading. The results of the climate change discussion have a strong influence on product quality in thermal coal trade. More
and more outdated subcritical coal-fired power stations
are closing and replaced by modern, environmental
friendly HELE (high-efficiency, low emissions) [4]
units which demand high-quality coals (Fig. 8). This
opens new chances for producers of low-ash and lowsulphur coals. Better quality is also demanded by the
steel industry for coking coal and iron ore deliveries.
Poor coking coal qualities and lower than benchmark
Fe-grades (meaning less than 62 % Fe) are significantly discounting the revenues for the producers of such
coals and iron ores. To maximize the national income
many commodity-producing emerging countries are
trying to refine the raw production of minerals in their
own country whenever possible.

Energy – The Breakthrough of the
Renewables
Secure and low-cost energy supply is crucial for the
economies of industrialised countries. After the Paris
Climate Summit fossil primary energy resources are not
welcomed anymore. Those emission targets can only be
reached by globally reducing the use of coal for power
production. The share of renewables in total primary
energy supply of the OECD countries has reached
already 9.7 % in 2016 [5] from which just 15.6 % account to wind, solar and tidal power (Fig. 9). In electric
power generation the share of wind power is 23.8 % and
7.5 % from solar energy. The traditional mix of base
load and peak load electricity generation is being challenged especially in Germany. Even Australia, sitting
on huge coal resources has taken the path to renewable
energies. Their share of coal-generated energy will fall
from 76 % in 2016 to 53 % in 2030 and 25 % in 2050,
but there is still a strong dispute about the costs of electricity from renewables. Current fact is that the strong
push into an un-coordinated growth of wind and solar
power sources has led to extreme price increases both
in Germany and Australia when subsidies have to be

Fig. 7: Impairments by commodities 2015 (USD bn)
Source: PwC analysis

Fig. 8: Improvement of efficiency by HELE type power stations
Source: The Australian

Fig. 9: Future global fuel mix
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Table 2:		 Electric power generating costs 2017
Source: GHD Australia

Type of generating

Cost
A$/MWh

HELE hard-coal

40 - 78

Combined cycle gas

69 - 115

Open cycle gas

179 - 430

Wind

64 - 115

Solar

90 - 171

(Capacity factors: wind 37 %, solar 20 %)

paid by the consumers as well as the back-up capacities
in inadequate power grids. Both countries along with
others are now looking for powerful electricity storage
technologies. One example is the plan for a 100 MW
lithium-ion battery system in South Australia, installed by Tesla, USA, and Neoen, France, at a cost of
AUD 100 million. Australia believes that back-up from
coal-fired power stations will still be needed.
Global energy consumption is further rising and
there are international studies published regularly
which adapt the results of their forecasts to the current
trend in or direct information from the different countries. While the International Energy Agency (IEA)
expects an increase in global energy consumption of
30 % for the years 2012 to 2040 in its WEO 2016 report [6], the U.S. Energy Information Administration
(EIA) reports a 48 % increase from 2012 to 2014 in
its IEO report [7] and the Japanese Institute of Energy
(IEEJ) a rise of 37.9 % from 2014 to 2040 [8]. Fossil
fuels will still cover 60 % (IEA), 75 % (EIA) and 78 %
(IEEJ) of global energy needs. According to OECD,
the total demand in “Emerging Asia” will increase by
59 % from 2013 to 2040 whereas the share of fossil fuels
will slightly decrease from 83 % to 79 %. In Asia-Pacific, with 42 % of global energy consumption and where
also the larger future growth rates are expected, mainly
market forces will determine the future energy policy.
Renewable energies will constantly get a larger share of
the energy mix. However, for those gigantic plans investors need to be found who would, however, only spend
their money if sufficient returns can be generated under
competitive conditions.
Nuclear energy might only be an option in China
and India because commercial investments are hardly
viable in western economies. Electric power production
from natural gas is the other large-scale alternative with
lowest climate-gas emissions of all fossil fuels. The price
of gas is unbeatable in the US and in the Gulf region
but it is already increasing in other regions of the world.
A new study from GHD Australia as of June 2017
compares the electricity costs from diverse sources. It
shows that coal-based power in Australia is the cheapest
at AUD40‑78/MWh if the real backup costs for wind
and solar energy are taken into account (Table 2). Since
2010 about 480 GW of new power plants have been
put into operation. These modern and economically
GeoResources Journal 3 | 2017
www.georesources.net

operated facilities will certainly not be shut down and
keep the level of steam coal consumption stable. With
sustainable supply of cheap thermal coal in South-east
Asia, it is no wonder that coal-fired power production is predicted to rise to 50 %. Already hundreds of
HELE plants are in operation in Asia and there are
718 coal-fired units under construction, including 384
in China, 149 in India, 32 in Indonesia and 24 in Vietnam. Those power plants, many built using Chinese
technology, are replacing old installations by reducing
emissions between 23 and 32 %. Japan is pushing ahead
with 45 HELE units in the next decade, adding 20 GW
of capacity. Those plants however, require high-quality
coal, which rarely exists in Indonesia, India and China
without raw coal processing – much to the delight of
Australian producers and exporters with their quality
export coal from the Hunter Valley in NSW at a predicted export volume of 235 Mt/a by 2035.

Coal
Most of the coal globally used is thermal coal as primary energy for power production and for industrial or
domestic heat provision. The other coal market relates
to metallurgical or coking coals consumed by the steel
and metals industry. According to Euracoal [9] about
6.7 Gt of thermal hard coal were mined globally in
2016, a decrease of 300 Mt. While China is reducing its
domestic production since 2014 to 3.45 Gt in 2016 and
further plans to cut production by 300 Mt until 2020,
India produced over 13 % more reaching about 640 Mt.
The market volume for thermal coal generally tends to
decline due to shut-downs of obsolete power plants in
Europe and North-America, but countries with domestic coal production on large coal resources will find it
difficult to rapidly change towards renewable energies.
State-owned Coal India is meant to expand its capacity
by 2020 to 1 Gt/a and a further 500 Mt/a are expected
to be added by private companies. But as Indian billionaire Adani is well aware, such outputs may be unattainable. With the establishment of the 60 Mt/a Carmichael mine in Queensland, his own high-quality coal
could soon find its way to India, starting with 20 Mt/a
by 2023. India could then become the largest coal importer, overtaking Japan, the EU and China.
Dependent on its qualities, the coking coals are classified as hard coking coals, semi hard, semi-soft and pulverized injection (PCI) coals. The global demand stays
at about 350 Mt/a. It increases with the growing steel
demand.
World coal trade in 2016 reached about 1.3 Gt [9]
from which about 900 Mt [2] was seaborne shipped
coal (Table 3) from the main producers. Meanwhile
less than 200 Mt/a are attributable to the once paramount Atlantic trade. About 600 Mt/a seaborne traded
is thermal coal and 300 Mt/a are metallurgical coals,
which are supplied by 65 % (190 Mt/a) from Australia. The share of high-quality coals in international
trade continues to increase with both power stations
and steel works demanding less polluting supplies. The
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Table 3: World seaborne coal trade (large exporters
only)
Source: Euracoal [7]

Type of coal
Thermal coal

Coking coal

Exporting
country

Quantity of exports in million tonnes
2016

2015

Indonesia

234

287

Australia

199

197

Colombia

81

76

Russia

68

55

South Africa

15

32

Others

20

26

Total

617

673

Australia

190

185

USA

37

28

Russia

35

22

Canada

24

18

Others

5

1

Total

291

264

largest exporting countries in the seaborne market are
Australia with around 390 Mt/a, ahead of Indonesia
with 230 Mt/a, followed by Russia (100 Mt/a), Colombia (80 Mt/a) and the USA (37 Mt/a). When in
2016-17 heavy rainfall occurred in China and Australia
coal prices went through the roof. Now the the market prices for the benchmark products have stabilized
around USD150/t for hard coking coal, USD135/t for
PCI coal and USD70/t for thermal coal (Fig. 10).
When the US President declared in 2017 to stop
the “war against coal” he may have given new incentive for investment but some of the major commodity
groups had already declared to phase-out coal because
of declining prices and loss of attractive profit margins.
While Rio Tinto just divested its Australian Coal & Allied arm for USD 2.69 billion to the Chinese Yancoal,

Peabody Energy and Anglo-American where so far less
successful in selling unwanted coal assets but with lack
of attractive offers they now keep those assets. Not long
ago some smart buyers were able to pick up such former
high-value operations at bargain prices of just one dollar.
There is optimistic assessment of the thermal coal market
especially in Australia as documented by acquisitions of
the big players, like Adani, Glencore, Shenua and Yancoal. Glencore continues to expand its dominant position but failed to get Coal & Allied. But it would not be
Glencore to make the best of that. The Swiss miner and
trader is close to finalize a USD1 billion deal with Yancoal to take a 49 % in stake in the Hunter Valley Operations (HVO) which is the best part of the Coal & Allied
assets. HVO has a mine life until 2056 at a production
of 13.6 Mt/a. Glencore also had recently bought out
and reopened the Newlands and Collinsville mines as it
owns the huge Wandoan lease in Queensland. BHP tries
to load off its 30 Mt/a thermal coal assets while retaining
the supremacy in the coking coal sector at 45 Mt/a. Metallurgical coal is a different market anyway. Here the Indian owned but UK-based Liberty House Group which
recently bought Arrium Steel in South Australia is keen
to acquire Glencore’s Tahmoor mine in NSW for about
AUD 500 million to supply the steel mills in Whyalla
with its own coking coal.

Outlook
Part 2 will continue with other commodities and topics, as:
▶▶ Steel and iron ore
▶▶ Base Metals
▶▶ Technology Minerals
▶▶ Salt, Potash and Phosphate
▶▶ Costs and productivity
▶▶ Exotic mining
Finally Part 2 results in consequences.

Fig. 10: Long-run thermal and coking coal prices
Source: China Iron & Steel Association
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Bucket Wheel Excavator Barracuda –
A revolutionary new Mining Concept

Dipl.-Ing. Ulrich Mentges, B.Sc. Julian Walther and M.Sc. Stefan Ebert, Thyssenkrupp Industrial Solutions, Essen, Germany

1 Introduction
With the mining market facing pressure from several
directions like low commodity prices, regulations developing more and more strictly, lack of qualified manpower in remote areas and the challenge of irregular
geological deposits Thyssenkrupp releases the new Barracuda® bucket wheel excavator to support mining operators under these challenging circumstances (Fig. 1).
The excavator is the next step of evolution of Thyssenkrupp’s compact bucket wheel excavator program [1,
2]. It is the step from digging to cutting bucket wheel
operation, which allows the newly developed machine
to cut materials with higher compressive strengths.
The new excavator consists of one single end-toend conveyor connecting the bucket wheel with the
discharge point. It was designed for mass cutting of
hard material avoiding drilling and blasting works and
eliminating the use of surface miners which are being
required in high quantity due to their low capacity and
cutting depth as well as primary crushing of pay material.
The operation mode is the extraction of single slices
between 3.5 and 7 m (Fig. 2). This allows selective mining of layers from little to high thicknesses. With these
cutting heights of several meters, high throughputs are
feasible. In addition, a lifting mechanism can change
the mode to an unlevelled operation cutting own ramps
to the next level.
The Barracuda is usually electrically powered, connected by a cable reel car to the power supply. Digging
in pay material the cutting buckets produce product
particle sizes which are directly in conveyable shape
and ready to feed the secondary processing stage. The
excavator is capable of digging and cutting a broad
range of materials. It can cut itself into a new block at
any point in the mine. From one level to the next one
it can move in inclinations of 1 in 10 which is similar
to those trucks have to overcome during normal operation within the mine. The boom levelling device allows
cutting itself up or down on ramps between different
working areas. The compact and mobile design allows
for operation in very narrow environments as well. The
major advantages of the newly developed bucket wheel
excavator are:
▶▶ Simplified design for quick and cost-conscious implementation
▶▶ Single terrace cut
▶▶ Higher operational block efficiency
▶▶ No need to blast

For mining in hard materials with a compressive
strength of up to 50 MPa, Thyssenkrupp has developed the Barracuda bucket wheel excavator.
With an improved steel structure and innovative
bucket wheel the field of application of bucket
wheel excavators is widened from digging only to
cutting and digging. It thus bears a huge potential
for a step change and to reach considerable improvements and cost reductions in mining operations. This article explains the potential.
Mining • Machinery • Bucket wheel excavator •
Innovation • Development • Open pit •
Efficiency

Fig. 1: Innovative bucket wheel excavator Barracuda
Source of the figures: Thyssenkrupp Industrial Solutions

Fig. 2: Excavator cutting range
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Fig. 3: Different Barracuda versions: a) Compact, b) C, c) Flexo and d) System

transport. Power connection for all systems is being assured by a cable reel car which continuously moves with
the excavator either on the same level or one bench
above the excavator (Fig. 4).

2.2 Version C
In case the single block height extends 7 m the Barracuda C operates on multiple benches (Fig. 5). The multiple bench operation will be realized by connecting
a transfer conveyor in between the excavator and the
shiftable bench conveyor.

Fig. 4: Operation with cable reel car either above (otl) or
on the same level (otr) as the excavator

2.3 Version Flexo

▶▶ No need to crush
▶▶ Easy handling in operation

2 The new Concept
The Barracuda is available in four different versions
depending on the requirements concerning material
transport after the excavation process (Fig. 3).

2.1 Version Compact
While the Barracuda Compact is being used for mass
cutting and stockpiling the excavated material is being
discharged directly behind the machine in a windrow.
From this windrow it can be loaded economically via
large wheel loaders or shovels into trucks for further
GeoResources Journal 3 | 2017
www.georesources.net

For a defined and accurate discharge of the material, it
is possible to modify the Barracuda easily and add the
“Flexo” System which enables the device to load trucks
directly (Fig. 6). The Flexo attachment comprises a
hopper and a slewable discharge boom. The additional
weight of these parts is compensated by reducing the
respective counter weight masses at the end of the main
boom.
The use of the Barracuda Flexo enables a continuous
operation within which no stoppages are necessary and
full production can be maintained. The operation is as
follows (Fig. 7):
While the wheel is digging on the left side of the
block loading applies to the truck in row A. When the
truck in row A reaches its filling limit the bunker be-
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Fig. 5: Barracuda C in multiple bench operation

Fig. 6: Barracuda Flexo truck loading

Fig. 7: Truck loading behind Barracuda

tween the main conveyor of the excavator and the Flexo
attachment closes and the Flexo slews to the truck waiting in row B. An intelligent steering of the conveyor
speed also assures that

▶▶ the attachment belt is emptied on the truck before
slewing to the truck in row A and
▶▶ the main belt transports less material to the bunker
due to reduced belt speed.
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The slewing time between the trucks takes approximately 7 to 10 seconds, depending on the distance between A and B. While the excavator wheel reaches the
second half of its cutting front the attachment is being
positioned above the truck in row B. With opening of
the bunker the filling of the truck in row B is being enabled. Parallel to opening of the bunker the speed of the
main belt is increased again and normal filling operation can continue.
Depending on the block dimensions and truck sizes
the time period for truck filling and positioning of the
trucks in the relevant row may differ. When loading effectively 2,000 bcm per hour a continuous flow of material of approximately 2,000 bcm/3,600 sec x 1.4 lcm/bcm
= 0.77 lcm/sec can be expected. For trucks with a
loading capacity of 80 m³ loading takes approximately
100 seconds.

Fig. 8: Example of a special bucket wheel design with
60 cut blades and 510 teeth
Fig. 9: Conventional bucket wheel with drive unit
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2.4 Version System
With installation of a conveyor system the Barracuda
Flexo can be converted into a fully continuous operating mining system called Barracuda System. This device
is additionally equipped with a crawler mounted transfer conveyor and hopper enabling continuously loading
of material.

3 The Cutting Bucket Wheel
For harder materials it became obvious that more teeth
and more buckets were needed. The character of the
process changes also from digging to cutting [3]. The
installed power is significantly increased compared to
conventional bucket wheel drives for materials with a
compressive strength of 5 to 15 MPa. This in turn requires a different approach in the integrity of the steel
structure, as well as the drive train.
Once these basics were established, Thyssenkrupp
investigated engineering solutions to handle the required bucket wheel torque and the required installed
power. During research on an economical and sustainable solution one of the earliest realizations was cutting
with the lowest energy requirement as a main driver in
the development. Using an increased number of cutting elements produces smaller lump sizes in order to
avoid damages in the material transfer areas and on the
conveyor belts as well as to reduce the resistance to the
hard material.
Conceptual studies have shown that the smallest
energy requirement with regard to the cutting performance can be achieved with a fragmentation of 100 to
200 mm. In order to provide the necessary material size
during the cutting process, the depths of the cutting
slices are limited to the maximum fragmentation size
of 100 to 200 mm.
The same applies to the tooth offset of successive
cutting edges (teeth) during the slewing process of the
bucket wheel. For the purpose of cutting optimization,
special attention is paid to the arrangement of the cutting edges, tooth alignment (angle), the number and
shape of the teeth as well as the arrangement and type
of buckets (Fig. 8). Likewise, the wheel pivoting and
tilting shows a noticeable impact on the applicability of
the Barracuda for excavation of hard material.
Even if material changes appear within one operation, buckets of the excavator can be exchanged easily
in adequate time with other bucket types. Here the machine design even allows switching from hard to soft
material by mounting digging buckets for sandy materials on the same bucket wheel corpus.
The installed bucket wheel drive power, in relation
to the provided capacity, is higher than for conventional bucket wheel excavators (Fig. 9). Due to above
mentioned influence factors the installed power does
not increase linear.
The bucket wheel drive consists of an electric motor,
a cardan shaft, a fluid coupling and a planetary gear box.
The electric motor is mounted on a separate supporting
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frame which is fixed to the bucket wheel boom structure. The fluid coupling will act as a back-up in case of
excessive overload caused by hard rock material or in
case of slope collapse.

4 Operational Range
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Table 1: Barracuda ranges depending on geological
formation
Parameter

Range

Material UCS

in average up to 50 MPa

Yearly production rate

1.5 million m³ or above

The main data for the most applicable operations in
open pit mining are given in Table 1.

Theoretical output

5 A
 utomation Devices for safe and
reliable Operation

Cutting height in multiple benches

up to 20 m

Block width max. approx.

up to 30 m

The new bucket wheel excavator can be additionally
equipped with automation devices [4] which are designed to increase the safety during the operation of the
plant and also to ensure process reliability (Fig. 10).
Above the main conveyor, volumetric flow measurements as well as belt filling measurements can be carried
out. These serve to control the belt speed and support
the control of the material bunker in regard of filling.
In addition, collision measuring devices are installed, if
required, in the relevant areas in order to prevent collision of the device with embankments and trucks.
In the area of the transfer chute/bunker, heights are
being measured during the truck loading process in order to prevent the trucks from being overloaded. Depending on the truck size, it is also possible to load the
trucks by means of windrows to achieve a high degree
of filling of the trucks.
The sensors are arranged for achieving maximum
possible reliability of the transfer process and machine
positioning. The systems and potentials are listed below:
▶▶ Collision avoidance systems
▶▶ Machine positioning systems
▶▶ Automated control of transfer points
▶▶ Semi-automated up to fully unmanned operation
▶▶ Detection of potential hazards with radar sensors
▶▶ Distance control in the block and operator
a ssistance
▶▶ Machine positioning with D-GPS
▶▶ Integration into machine control and
communication systems

Height of pile

Cutting height in single terrace

Ground pressure

approx. 500 – 7,500 lm³/h
3.5 – 7 m

approx. 4 – 8 m
approx. 120 -280 kPa

▶▶ Higher safety in operation
▶▶ Removing human operators from hazardous environments
▶▶ Reducing the risk of operations

6 Conclusion
Within the mining market the pressure on production costs is extremely high. All mining companies are
searching for optimal operational costs and streamlined
productions and procedures. But sometimes it is not
enough to optimize the same old solutions, as these optimizations are limited and might only be incremental.
In these cases, a step change is required to reach substantial improvements.
The Thyssenkrupp innovations in the field of bucket wheel cutting technology certainly bear such a step
change potential. In the first instance, targeted for soft
overburden that becomes complicated under frozen
conditions, it quickly became apparent that this technology has bigger potential. The decision was made to
widen the application target to other materials. Backed
by years of successful experience with an application in
limestone, the further development moved towards focusing on harder materials, such as phosphate rock, hard
coal and others, as well as the corresponding overburden layers up to a compressive strength of up to approximately 50 MPa as potential applications.

Fig. 10: Automation devices
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Based on decades of experience and the new possibilities gained by the R&D efforts, Thyssenkrupp is now
developing a specific range of bucket wheel excavators
together with a customer with an application having
materials up to 40 MPa. The development is close to
the realization phase and these machines will have an
all new steel structure approach, a much more compact
and mobile design, and will target quite a wide range
of different other alternative technologies. The new machines will be able to not only operate without blasting,
but can also substitute technologies, such as shovels/
trucks and also surface miners. This provides many advantages for operators: a simplified operational concept,
less vehicles and personnel required as well as extremely
high throughputs. In addition, all effects will lead to a
significant reduction in CO2 emissions and reduced
safety hazards.
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The Building of two Freeze Shafts
commissioned in Belarus
Dipl.-Ing. Frank Otten, Deilmann-Haniel GmbH, Dortmund, Germany

The Deilmann-Haniel GmbH signed a contract on
July 7, 2017, with the Belarusian Slavkaliy GmbH to
sink two freeze shafts worth a volume in excess of 200
million euros. The contract will run over its Belarusian
subsidiary company, Deilmann-Haniel Belshachtostroij. The contract is worth more than 200 million euros and construction time amounts to almost five years.
At the same time, a contract was signed between the
Deilmann-Haniel GmbH and the Herrenknecht AG
over the purchase of two Shaft Boring Roadheaders.

The Deilmann-Haniel GmbH has been commissioned by the Slavkaliy
GmbH to sink two freeze shafts each roughly 750 m for the new Nezhinsky facility to the south of Minsk in Belarus. The annual output is planned
to be around 1.1 to 1.2 million tonnes of potassium chloride. Both shafts
are to be sunk by Shaft Boring Roadheaders (SBRs). German, Belarusian
and Russian workers will be employed.
Mining • Shaft construction • Potash • Freezing method • Belarus

Nezhinsky Facility
The region around the towns of Salihorsk and Lyuban, located some 180 km to the south of Minsk, can
look back on a long mining tradition. The new facility
planned by the Slavkaliy GmbH is to be found on the
Nezhinsky section of the Starobinskoye potassium salt
deposit located in this region. Belaruskali has extracted
potassium at several facilities since 1949 in this deposit.
Seen globally the Starobinskoye deposit is numbered
among the largest potassium salt reserves. The new
Nezhinsky plant is intended to attain an annual output
of some 1.1 to 1.2 million tonnes of potassium chloride.

Shaft-Building Operations
Two shafts each roughly 750 m deep with a diameter
of 8 m are planned for the new plant. One of the two
shafts will carry the haulage shaft for the new facility
and a double skip hoisting unit. The other shaft is to
be used for operating a large cage. In addition, Deilmann-Haniel has also been commissioned to produce
underground drifts. First of all, a loading station for the
subsequent skip system will be sunk at the subsequent
haulage shaft as well as a bunker to feed the loading
points. In addition, altogether some 10 km of roads will
be produced.
As water-bearing layers of rock lie above the salt
deposit, the rock is to be frozen to a depth of 160 m.
For this purpose, a freeze plant with 3,000 kW capacity
will be provided, which cools the cooling agent (CaCl2
brine) down to –40 °C. This brine cools and freezes the
surrounding rock so that a closed ring-shaped frozen
zone is formed, which seals and stabilises the rock surrounding the subsequent excavation. The shafts are sunk
protected by this frozen zone. The ultimate hoist frames
are to be used for the planned sinking operations. In
order to speed up construction work it was decided to
sink both shafts at the same time. Both shafts are to be
created by means of SBRs (Shaft Boring Roadheaders)
from the Herrenknecht AG. The Shaft Boring RoadOtten:
The Building of two Freeze Shafts c ommissioned in Belarus

Contract being
signed by CEO
Dipl.-Ing. Jochen
Greinacher
Source: Deilmann-Haniel
GmbH

header was developed especially for mechanised sinking
in soft to medium-hard rock. Each SBR weighs roughly
400 t and is more than 45 m long. Each of the SBRs
will be operated in the shaft via four winches with 50 t
tensile force. Each Shaft Boring Roadheader is provided
with a moveable cutting arm and a rotating cutter roller
at its lower end. The cutter roller is rated at 600 kW and
can cut varying shaft diameters of up to 12 m. The muck
resulting from the excavation is removed via a suction
system. This pneumatic suction device has a capacity
of roughly 1,100 kW. The planned average driving rate
amounts to 3 m per day including the installation of the
concrete lining. The water-bearing layers are also to be
provided with a cast-iron segmental lining.

Outlook
The freezing operations are to start in November this
year. The actual sinking operations with the Shaft Boring Roadheaders will commence in November 2018.
The construction site will be manned by a mixed team
consisting of German, Belarusian and Russian workers.

Dipl.-Ing. Frank Otten
is in charge of International Projects at the Deilmann-Haniel GmbH.
Contact:
frank.otten@deilmann-haniel.com
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Motivation
Pipeline valves are the essential part of all pipeline
systems, ranging from utility services to systems with
increased requirements for technical safety including:
▶▶ Systems of oil-producing and processing plants
▶▶ Water supply systems of thermoelectric power stations
▶▶ The basic contours of nuclear power plants
▶▶ Various systems in production and processing of
chemicals
These industries have increased requirements for durability and reliability of all elements of the valve, especially for the flange and thread joints. Flange is the main
element of pipeline construction joints, which ensures
a strong and tight plug connection. Requirements for
strength and reliability of valves, and all its elements,
are regulated by the following methods of calculation
[1, 2, 3, 4, 5]. The analysis of these regulations showed
that they do not take into account a number of factors
affecting the stress-strain state (SSS) of components of
the flange joint.
Existing methods of flange joint calculations and
neglected factors affecting the stress-strain state of the
flange joint components are discussed. Approaches to
improve the strength calculation are shown. The applicability of the finite element method for the investigation of flange joints is founded.

Existing Methods of Calculation
Existing methods of calculation [1] define the stud
strains caused by the impact of the working environment, taking into account the tightening force ensuring the tightness of the connection, using the following
equation:
σW =

FW
AW × z

..................................................................... ( 1 )

where:
FW
force in studs under operating conditions
AW
cross-sectional area of the stud rod
z
the number of studs included in the flange joint
σW
stud stress under the operating conditions
Force in studs under operating conditions FW is determined by the formula:
GeoResources Journal 3 | 2017
www.georesources.net

Industries attribute major importance to the durability and reliability of pipelines including the
flange joints. Existing methods of flange joint calculations and neglected factors are discussed. Improvements are proposed particularly with regard
to the applicability of the finite element method.
Energy • Pipeline • Joint • Flange •
Calculation • Safety
FW = max {FOW ; FOW + χFP + FT } ....................................... (2)

where:
FOW initial tightening force in studs
χ
load ratio (compliance coefficient)
FP
hydrostatic force from the working pressure
FT
stud force caused by temperature changes in
the parts of the joint
The hydrostatic force from the operating pressure FP is
defined as:
Fp =

π× D pr2
4

× p.................................................................. (3)

where:
Dpr
the average gasket diameter
p
internal operating pressure
Initial force for stud tightening FOW is defined as:

{

FOW = max Fob ; Fpr . p + (1−χ ) FP − FT

}

............................... (4)

where:
Fob
force needed for gasket compression
Fpr .p force on the gasket ensuring tightness under
operating pressure
Force needed for gasket compression Fob and force on
the gasket ensuring tightness under operating pressure
Fpr .p are defined by formulas (5) and (6) accordingly:
Fob = πD pr bq0 ..................................................................... (5)

where:
b
the effective width of the gasket
qo
the specific pressure on the gasket during compression
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Fpr . p = πD pr bmp ................................................................ (6)

where:
m
the gasket coefficient
According to the method of calculation presented in
[3] the stud stress σB caused by the actions of the working environment including the tightening force, which
provides the tightness of the connection, are defined using the following equation:
σB =

PBp
.............................................................................. (7)
AB

where:
p
PB
the estimated load on the stud of flange joint
under operating conditions
AB
the total cross sectional area of studs in the
place of the smallest diameter sections
σB
calculated stress in the studs under working
conditions.
Under operating conditions, the estimated load on the
studs in the flange joint can be determined by the formula:
P
=
PB + (1 − α ) × (QD + F ) + Qt +
B
p

M

4(1−α M ) M
DCII

..... (8)

where:
PBM
the estimated load on the studs in the flange
joint while tightening
QD
the resultant pressure load
DCII the estimated gasket diameter
F
external axial force
M
external bending moment
Qt
the load caused by the constraint thermal
deformations
α, αM stiffness coefficients of flange joints loaded by
internal pressure or external axial force and
external bending moment, respectively
The estimated tightening load on the stud of flange
joint PBM is defined as:
PB = max {PB1 ; PB 2 }
M

........................................................ (9)

where:
PB1
the estimated tightening load required for pressurization of the flange joint
PB2
the estimated tightening load required for
gasket compression
The estimated tightening load required for pressurization of the flange joint PB1 and the estimated tightening
load required for gasket compression PB2 are defined by
formulas (10) and (11) respectively:

4α M M
 α (QD + F ) + Rn +
DCII

PB1 = max 
.......................(10)
4
α
α ( + ) + + M M −
Q
F
R
Q
D
n
t

DCII


where:
the force on the gasket in operational condiRn
tions required for tightness of the flange joint
PB 2 = max {POB ;0, 4 AB [ σ ]HB }

.........................................( 1 1 )

where:
POB
the force required for crushing of the gasket
during tightening
[σ]HB nominal permissible stress on the studs during
tightening
The resultant pressure load QD is defined by the formula:
2

QD = 0, 785 DCII p

..........................................................( 1 2 )

where:
p
the internal working pressure of the environment
DCII the estimated gasket diameter
The force on the gasket in operational conditions is required for tightness of the flange joint RII:
RII = πDCII b0 mp.................................................................( 1 3 )

where:
m
gasket coefficient
The force required for gasket crushing during tightening POB is defined by the following way:
POB = 0, 5πDCII b0 qOB ........................................................( 1 4 )

where:
qOB
the specific pressure on the gasket during compression
As it can be seen, the two main methods are identical regarding the approach and data used for calculation. According to the analysis, the existing calculation methods
take into account the following factors:
▶▶ The internal operational pressure
▶▶ The geometrical features of threaded joint components
▶▶ Physical and mechanical properties of parts (modulus of longitudinal elasticity and linear expansion
coefficient) included in the threaded joint assembly
▶▶ Average temperature T of the investigated area (in
case of determining the force in studs, caused by
temperature changes)
Thus, the existing methods of calculation are relevant
for the following type of flange joint assembly shown in
Fig. 1. However, these methods do not take into consideration some of the mechanical impacts, which affect
pipeline network configurations presented in Figs. 2
and 3. For these types of layout, the existing methods of
calculation do not take into consideration:
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P:

operational pressure

T:

operational temperature

M3: moment of studs tightening

Fig. 1: The scheme of the flange joint configuration
used by the exciting methods of calculation

▶▶
▶▶
▶▶
▶▶
▶▶
▶▶
▶▶
▶▶

Weight bending moment from the pipeline
Temperature moments from the pipline
Tensile force from the pipeline
Tensile force from the next valve in the moment of
complete closure of the shut-off valve (Fig. 2)
Curvature of the pipeline (Fig. 3)
Convection and heat exchange between the parts
threaded joint components
The weight impact of the liquid column in case of
the vertical position of the pipeline
Dynamic force from opening and closing of the
valve (water hammer)

All these mentioned additional factors of external influence on the flange joint need to be taken into account
to improve the methods of calculation. For this purpose
it is necessary to solve a number of problems with the
help of modern methods of variational calculations [6,
7], the theory of heat and mass transfer [7] and solidstate physics [8].
In order to improve the methodology of flange
joints calculation, which would take into account design features of the pipeline systems, it is necessary to
solve a number of multivariable thermo-strength and
contact problems using the modern theory of the finite
element method (FEM). Above all the strength calculation should take into account:
▶▶ The condition of contact interaction of the mating
parts
▶▶ The external mechanical impact from the pipeline
▶▶ The impact from the pipeline caused by its curvature
▶▶ The influence of the environment pressure, which
takes into account design features of pipeline systems
The thermo-strength calculation should take into account:
▶▶ The convective interaction with the environment
▶▶ The contact interaction between the parts
The solution for these problems would be a generalized
mathematical model capable to consider the thermal interaction of the pipeline system with the environment
and the design features of the pipeline system of any

P:

operational pressure

P:

operational pressure

T:

operational temperature

T:

operational temperature

M3: moment of studs tightening

M3: moment of studs tightening

MT: weight temperature and bending moments from the pipeline

F T: tensile force from the pipeline;

F T: tensile force from the pipeline

FK: stretching and bending forces from the pipeline created by
the curvature of the (bend) pipe-line

F3.0: tensile force from the next valve in the moment of complete closure of the
shut-off valve

Fig. 2: The scheme of configuration with sequentially attached fittings
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Fig. 3: The scheme of configuration with the bend
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type. To confirm the possibility of usage of the finite
element method (FEM) to solve the above mentioned
problems, a comparative analysis of the results of the
numerical and analytical calculations was performed
for the problem of the determination of stresses in the
studs of the flange connection, caused by the impact of
the internal working pressure of the environment.
For the analytical solution, the calculation method
specified in [1] was used. According to this method, the
stresses in the studs caused by the impact of the internal
working pressure of the environment are determined
using the following relationship:
σW =

FP
AW × z

..................................................................(15)

where:
FP
hydrostatic force in operating conditions
AW
the cross-sectional area of the stud
z
number of pins participating in the flange joint
σW
stress in the stud under working conditions

Table 1:		Initial data of the analysis
Parameter

Indication

Unit

Value

P

MPa

4

Internal pressure of working environment
The internal diameter of the lid

D

mm

200

The outer thread diameter of the stud

d0

mm

27

The thread pitch of the stud

t

mm

3

Number of studs in the flange joint

z

pc

12

mm2

31,416

N

125,663.7

mm

23.3

mm2

427.1

MPa

24.52

Results of calculation
π × D2
4

The area of environment impact

A=

The hydrostatic force in operating conditions

FP= P × A

The inner thread diameter of the stud
The cross-sectional area of the stud rod

d=
d 0 − t ×17 ×
1
AW =

The stress in the stud under operational
conditions

π × d12
4

σW

3
24

Fig. 5: The finite-element mesh of the studs
Fig. 4: The finite-element mesh of the calculation
area
Fig. 6: The distribution of reduced stresses along the rod of the stud, MPa
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Table 2:		Results of the analytical and numerical researches
Parameter

Indication

Unit

Value

Stress in the stud under operating conditions
calculated by the method [1]

σW1

MPa

24.52

Stress in the stud under operating conditions
calculated by the software complex

σW2

MPa

25.289

%

3.04

100 −

Inaccuracy of results

σW1
×100
σW 2

The analysis used the initial data, presented in Table 1.
Numerical analysis was carried out using the Static
Structural module of the Ansys WorkBench software
complex. The general configuration of the calculation
area, the finite-element mesh of the calculation area and
studs, the given boundary conditions are shown on the
Figs. 4, 5, and 6 respectively.
The results of the analytical and numerical researches
are summarised in Table 2. Thus, the value of the error
between calculations by numerical and analytical methods indicates the possibility of using modern means of
calculation and taking into account the maximum number of factors affecting the strength of the flange joint.
The improved calculation methods offer users significant potential for savings over the long term.
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